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I.	 INTRODUCTION
Fire Station 24 is a 3 bay fire station located in the central portion
of Kansas City, Missouri; however, the original design for this project was
for a different site and for a 2 bay station. For this semi-rural site the
City retained Midgley Shaughnessy Fickel and Scott Architects to provide
architectural services.
Towards the end of completing the contract documents for this station, the Gas
Company notified the City that it would cost them approximately $35,000 to
have a gas line installed to service the site. The City began looking at
alternate energy sources and through the initiation and encouragement of
Cleve Humbert, Assistant City Architect in charge of Maintenance, solar energy
became a viable option to be investigated.
The most important criteria that the architects looked for in a solar system
was simplicity and reliability. It was determined that an air system met
the requirement better than a liquid system and that the Solaron Corporations
experience and quality product gave them an edge over other companies. In
November of 1975 a response was submitted to PON 1 requesting funding for a
solar heating system. In April of 1976 the City was notitied the proposal
was one of 34 proposals selected. Preliminary design was started in October
1976 and construction documents completed in March 1977. In June 1917 City
requested approval from DOE to relocate the fire station to 22nd and Hardesty.
The revised drawings were completed and released for bids in September 1977.
In December the City awarded a contract for construction and construction




KI1.	 SUMMARY OF PROJECT INFORMATION
A.	 General Information
Owner:	 City of Kansas City, Missouri
Contractor:
	
D.F. Cahill Construction Co.
4721 Denver Avenue
Kansas City, Missouri	 64130
Operational Date: 	 August, 1979
Building:
Type:	 Fire Station
Area:	 8,800 sq. ft.
Location:	 22nd & Hardesty, Kansas City, Missouri
B.	 Meteorological Data
Latitude:	 290 N
Ciimate Data:	 Winter Summer
Avg. temp.	 (°F)	 41.0 71.7
Avg. insolation (ly/d)	 298 545
Degree days (heating):	 4711
C.	 Solar Energy System
Application:	 Heating, 47%; hot water, 75%
Collector:
Type:	 Air cooled, flat plate








Type: 1/2-inch diameter rock
Capacity: 1,428 cu. ft.
Auxilliary/Back- up System:
Heat pumps and resistance heating (operations area)





III. DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLAR HEATED FIRE STATION
The fire station consists of two basic areas. The operations area (which is
also air conditioned) occupied by the firemen, and the apparatus bay occupied
by the fire equipment. The operations area contains 2,800 sq. feet and the
apparatus bay 6,000 sq. feet. A winter design temperature of 50 0 was
E	 established for the apparatus bay and 70 0 for the operations.
iThe solar energy system is based on a prototype model which has been in con-
tinuous successful operation since 1957. There are three arrays of collectors,
two mounted on the roof and one large array attached to the building. There
are a total of 144 factory assembled modules 36 in. by 78 in. Each module
ir	
has double tempered glass covers and a sheet absorber, with an air duct below
R
the permanent black absorber surface.
s
The solar collectors were designed as an intergral part of the apparatus
bay. East and west screen walls were used to eliminate the awkward pro-
file created by the three rows of roof mounted collectors. The fire
station architect has been awarded a certificate of design excellence by
the Midwest Concrete Industry Association for his conceptual development.
The extent of collector shading caused by the screen walls was measured
at Kansas State University with equipment capable of providing sunpath and
solar angle information relative to radiant energy and shading calculations.
From these measurements, it was established that throughout the entire heat-
ing season between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., the maximum shad-
ing was 1.5 per cent and between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., the
maximum shading was 7.6 per cent.
The solar heating hardware installation was met with few difficulties.
Adapting the collectors an y+ related equipment to the building structure
4
was carefully engineered duriny the development of construction plans.
Other than a few se0 mt failures that allowed storm water to enter the
building through the roof collectors, the installation has proved
satisfactory. Vandalism has occurred in that collector glass has been
broken. Replacement was readily effected as the glass panels are of
standard manufacture,
Due to the hybrid tempe!-ature control installation, the facility users
have experienced occasional difficulty in setting room thermostats ;Ihich
control three sources of heat i.e., solar heat, heat pump operation and
direct resistance electrical duct heaters. Future solar heating in-
stallations should provide for single unit temperature control without
regard to setting of multiple thermostats in each room or zone.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM
A.	 Solar Collector
1. There are 3 separate arrays of collectors. Two of these
arrays are mounted on the roof and consist of 24 collectors
each. One large array extends from the roof to the ground
forming the south wall of the apparatus bay. This array con-
sists of 96 collectors.
2. Total No. of Collectors: 144
Total Sq. Ft. of Collectors: 2,808 sq. ft.
B. Storage System
1. Space Heating Storage consists of an insulated reinforced con-
crete box 35'-4" long x 8'-1" wide x 8'-3-1/2" high con-
taining 71.5 tons of 1/2" diameter crushed limestone.
2. Hot water storage consists of 1 - 120 gallon glass lined steel
tank.
C.	 Air Handling Systems
1. A.H.U.#1	 (5600 CFM):	 moves air through collectors and storage.
2. A.H.U. #2	 (4200 CFM):	 moves air AHU #,1 to operations area.
3. A.H.U. #3 moves air from AHU #1 to the apparatus bay.
D.	 Solar Hot Water Heating
1. An air-water heat exchanger built into the ductwork preheats
water for two 120 gallon electric water heaters. Water is
stored in one 120 gallon tank.
E.	 Automatic Control System
1.	 Thermcstats and other temperature sensing devices automatically
regulate the water pump, air handling units, and the motorized
dampers used to operate the system.
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F. Auxiliary Heating Systems
1. The operations area has three split system heat pumps with
auxiliary electric resistance heaters.
2. The apparatus bay has four 30 KW electric unit heaters.
G. Data Acquisition System
Fifty-Five sensors located throughout the installation provide data
on parameters such as air flow, air temperature, water temperature
and sunlight striking the collector. These data are automatically
stored on tape and sent daily to a data processing center for
reduction, evaluation, printing and distribution. This monitor-
ing subsystem will provide answers to such key questions as system
efficiency and reliability, operating costs and approximate fuel savings.
H. Modes of Operation
The system has six modes of operation.
1. Heating the buildinj with hot air from the collector.
2. Storing heat by drawing heat from the collector through the rock
box.
3. Heating the building with heat stored in the rock box.
4. Heating water by drawing air from the collector paste heat ex-
change coils and back to the collector. In this mode the build-
ing and the rock box are bypassed. Water heating also occurs
during modes (1),(2) and (3).	 i
5. Heating with the heat pumps. When the heating requirements of
the building are more than can be supplied by the solar heating
system, the auxiliary heat pumps automatically come on and pro-
e





6. Heating with electric resistance. When the heat pumps can no
longer provide the heating required, the auxiliary resistance
heaters come on.
A schematic of xhe heating system and the six (6) modes of operation
are shown in figures 1 - 6. Dashed lines indicate air flow.
Further details of the solar heating system, including as-built drawing
and diagrams, a description of hardware, a detailed sequence of opera-
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eV.	 HISTORICAL NARRATIVE OF THE PROJECT
In June of 1976 a contract was awarded to the City by ERDA. The following
is a summary of the sequence of events:
A. Design
1. Preliminary Design of the fire station and solar system started in
September and was finished in October.
.	 2. Preliminary Design Review was held on October 20, 1976. As a re-
suit of the preliminary design review the City decided to investi-
gate adding the capability of providing domestic hot water heating
utilizing the solar system.
e. Construction documents were started in September 1976 and completed
in March 1977.
4. Final Design Review was held on March 8, 1977.
5. The City did not release the drawings for bidding due to a re-
evaluation of their priorities within the Fire Department.
6. In June 1977 the City asked ERDA for permission to relocate
the fire station to another site with the stipulation that the
solar system would remain basically unchanged. ERDA granted this
request and new construction drawings were started.
7. The revised construction documents were completed and released for
bidding the 1st of September.
8. The City awarded a contract for construction in January 1978/
9. Construction was delayed two months due to weather conditions. By
the 1st week in May the footings and foundation walls were poured.
10. Collectors arrived in May and were stored in a warehouse.
11. Structural steel was set in place during July and August.
12. The storage box was completed with the exception of the insulated
wood lid in October.
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13. Collectors were installed during November.
14. During January and February 1979 completion of the solar system was
delayed due to the discovery that the rocks as installed did not
meet the sizes as specified.
Approximately 75% of the rock that was installed was 3/8" to 1/2"
in diameter in lieu of 3/4" which was specified. After recalculating
the static pressure and the contractor agreeing to install larger
motors on the fans authorization was given to complete the solar
system.
15. In May 1979 the building was completed. However, through the
summer months final <.djustments were made to the solar system with
the acceptance test taking place in July.
q
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VI. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
In order to obtain information necessary for evaluation of the performance
and operation of the solar heating system throughout the year, 55 sensors
were installed within the system. These sensors were furnished by the
government and installed at government expense in accordance with the doc-
ument, "SK-1006. August 3, 1916: Instrumentation In gtallation Guidelines
for the National Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program." In
Table 2, each sensor is listed by a code designation and by the parameter
measured. The number sequence in the code indicates the data groups in

























Each sensor provides data to a Site Data Acquisition Subsystem (SDAS) every
5 minutes around the clock. The WAS digitizes the data and stores it on
tape. Once a day the data is sent by telephone to a Central Data
Processing Facility where it is reduced. Monthly reports are prepared,
one of which is sent to the City of Kansas City, Missouri.
The monitoring system will permit the government to determine the follow-
ing kinds of informat;nn:
• Savings in convc.,cional energy resulting from the use of solar energy
for heating and,/or cooling.
• Portion of the total heating and/or coolinq toad supplied by the
solar energy.
• Efficiency of the system in converting solar radiation into useful
thermal energy.
23
ul performance and reliability of major subsystems or com-
ponents over the demonstration. period.
Table 2 describes each sensor in terms of its general location and the
parameter that 1s being measured. The specific location of each sensor
can be found in the as-built drawing of the system found in Section









INSTRUMENTATION FOR KANSAS CITY FIRE STATION DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Designation	 Measurement
A. Climatological
I 001	 Solar flux
T 001	 Outside ambient temperature
B. Collector
T 100 Collector inlet temp
T 150 Collector array outlet temp
T 101 Rock storage bed inlet temp
T 151 Rock storaqe bed outlet temp
T 102 Collector absorber temp
W 100 Collector array inlet flow
W 101 Collector array outlet flow
EP 101 Air handler unit 1 power
C.	 Thermal Storage
T 201 Rock storage temperature - top
T 202 Rock storage temperature - middle
T 203 Rock storage temperature - bottom
D.	 Domestic Hot Water
T 300 Temp inlet HW preheat coil
T 350 Temp outlet preheat coil
T 301 City water temp
T 351 Temp outlet preheat tank
T 303 Temp inlet to DHW tanks 1 & 2
T 352 Temp outlet DHW tank 1
T 353 Temp outlet DHW tank 2
W 300 DHW preheat loop flow
W 301 DHW demand flow
W 302 DHW mixing flow
EP 300 HW heater power DHW 1 & 2
EP 301 HW circulating pump power
E.	 Space Heating
T 450 Temp return air
T 400 Temp outlet heat load
W 400 Personnel area heating flow
EP 410 Aux heating panel power
EP 401 Air handler unit 2 power
EP 412 Heat pump resistance heat 1
EP 413 Heat pump resistance heat 2
EP 414 Heat pump resistance heat 3
EP 401 Outdoor unit 1*
25
EP 408 Outdoor unit 2
EP 416 Unit HTR 1 power
EP 417 Unit HTR 2 power
EP 418 Unit HTR 3 power
EP 419 Unit HTR 4 power
EP 409 -utdoor unit 3 power
EP 405 Air handler unit 3 power
F.	 BuildingjLoad
T 600 Operations PM ambient temp
T 601 Apparatus PM ambient temp
T 602 Supply temp heat pump F1
T 652 Return temp heat pump Fl
T 603 Supply temp heat pump F2
T 653 Return temp heat pump F2
T 604 Supply temp heat pump F3
T 654 Return temp heat pump F3
T 655 Return temp apparatus RM
T 605 Supply temp apparatus RM
W 602 Heat pump Fl outlet flow
W 603 Heat pump F2 outlet flow
W 604 Heat pump F3 outlet flow
W 605 Apparatus RM flow
26
VII. COSTS OF THE FIRE STATION #24 SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM
t
	 Given in Table 3 are the estimated and the actual costs of the various
phases of the project.
Overall, the construction costs were $130,369. This figure is $18,710 or
about 16.76% more than the original estimates. Most of the additional cost
was for general construction cost, and can be attributed to the lack of de-
tailed drawings and lack of experience to draw on in forming the original
estimate.
Costs were shared by the federal government and the city government.
The Department of Energy provided 98.48% of the total costs associated
with the solar heating system. Thus, of the total amount of $174,372, the
Department of Energy paid $154,282 and the City of Kansas City, Missouri,
$20,090. The difference in the two sets of cost data (construction
and total) is made up of architects fees, instrumentation cost, travel
cost and miscellaneous city personnel costs.
The contract was modified twice to cover cost increases. In May 1978, the
dollar amount was increased by $18,710 (government share, 60.24%) to cover
additional costs associated with the construction of the solar heating sys-
tem. In July 1978, the contract was increased by $13,526 (government share,
100%) to cover costs associated with the Site Data Acquisition Subsystem.
The City is grateful to the Department of Energy for its willingness to
bear these additional costs.
27
TABLE 3
COST OF THE FIRE STATION 24 SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM
CONSTRUCTION	 ESTIMATE	 ACTUAL
a.	 Solar Equipment
1. 96 A units	 22,390
2. 48 C units	 10,857
3. Hold down hardware cap strips and butyl
seals	 4,328
4. Controls	 6,958
5. Field Supervision and testing 	 5,000
	
49,533	 59,195
b.	 Solar panel installation
1.	 144 panels 8,640 8,950
c. Rock Storage 4,320 4,556
d. Solar Equipment Freight Charges 1,404 included in
item a
e. Mechanical Provi;-ions
1.	 Lined ductwork 11,232 12,849
2.	 Fans (2 in original - 3 in final) 5,608 4,590
f. General Constructior
1.	 Concrete fndn. and sla p 2,700 7,778.03
2.	 Supporting Roof Structure 6,000 16,250.96
3.	 Vertical enclosure wall const. 3,300 in above
4.	 Sheet metal flashing 800 2,700
Misc. (steel stair, excavating) 1,650
g. Subtotal 93,537 118,518.99
h. Contractor's Overhead & Profit 7,371 11,850
i. Construction Contingence 3,380
J. Escalation of costs to 7/77 7,371
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ENERGIZE F/HEATING OR COOLING
SOLARON CONTROL PANEL NC0116
WITH HC0022 OR HC0023 THERMOSTAT AND HC004 SUB-BASE
SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
I. SOLAR ENERGY AVAILABLE - when 40 OF ( 110F) differential is achieved
between sensors Tco (in collector) and Tci (in return air duct - see
specific plans), the following events take place:
A. , Storing Heat - Room thermostat not calling for heat.
1. Differential thermostat in Solaron controller will activate
"COLL" (collector) relay.
a. MD1 (motorized damper) - will be energized and powered
open to allow air to flow to the inlet of the solar
air handler blower (BWR), which i,. energized at the
same time.
b. HWP (hot water pump) is also energized at this time if
the Tw sensor (aquastat cn water stor$ge tank) is not
satisfied (i.e. tank is less than 140 F).
c. MO2 (motorized damper) will be energized and powered
closed to prevent air from flowing to the auxiliary
heating unit.
B. First Stage Heating is called for by voorr. thermostat - W 1
 & R 
ancFsub-base system switch is set on "Auto" or "Heat".
1. 41" (first stage solar heating) relay is energized.
a. "G" and "R" (fan auxiliary furnace) are energized,
bringing on the heat pump indoor fan.
b. MD3 circuit is energized, closing the damper from
its fully open position to its partially open or fully
closed position (field balancing required).
c. MD2 opens as power through N.C. contacts in relay "HI"
are interrupted.
d. Relay contacts close circuit to Ts sensor which is still
in an open circuit via the "COLL" relay contacts position.
• *C. Second Stage Heatin is called for by room T-stat. First stage
st 1T_'-maade I solar heat is available ( i.e. "COLL" relay
energized) when "H2" relay is energized, solar system will store
heat while heat pump provides space heat.
1. 42" (second stage auxiliary heat) relay is energized, com-
pleting the following circuits:
j
^c Copyright 1977	 Solaron Corporation, Denver, Colorado
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a. MO2 is powered closed.
b. M03 is d,4powered - opens full.
c. "Rc" circuit is completed to "Y" bringing on compressor
in heat pump.
d. "Rc" circuit to "G" is still made keeping on auxiliary
indoor unit blower.
e. "Rc" circuit to "R3" is completed. No additional auxiliary
relays are energized at this time.
+	 D. Third Stage Heating is called for by second room T-stet (or
outdoor thermostat). "R3" circuit to "W3" is completed, bringing
on resistance electric heating elements in the indoor auxiliary
unit ("R" to "WI" circuit and "R" to W2 circuit in HCO116 are
"made").
E. "EmergenS Heat" (to be used only if directed to do so by
your service repairman, in the unlikely event of a heat
pump malfunction). When.t.he sub-base switch is put in this
position the "Emergency Heat" relay will be energized.
The "EA" relay will complete the circuit between "R" and "E"
allowing the indoor auxiliary unit to bring on the electric
resistance heat when there is a call for heat from the heat
pump (H2 energized).
II. SOLAR ENERGY NOa AVAIbABLE. When differentia' between Tco and
Tci drops to 25 F ( 15 F) or less, the following takes place:
A. "COLL" relay - de-energized.
1. HWP de-energized, pump off.
2. BWR de-energized, solar blower off.
3. MD1 de-energized and closed.
4. MD2 de-energized and open.
f
B. Cir+suit completed to Ts jensor if "H1" relay is still energized.Ifssensor is above	 set point, system will heat space
from heat storage unit. If Ts sensor is below 90°F set point
circuit will be completed to "H2" relay and bring on the auxil-
iary heating unit without the need for the second stage of the
T••stat to make.
III.	 , b-bas s: ;,witch Modes.
A. Fan - "On-Auto".
1. "Auto" position will permit auxiliary indoor unit fan to
cycle on and off to meet the hefting demands of the system.
(	 Copyright 1977	 Solaror. Co;-poration, Denver, Colorado
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2. "On" position will allow the auxiliar indoor un't fan to
run constantly and allow M03 (by-pass damper to open fully,
except when first stage heating is required.
B. Thermostat calling for Coolie (Summer Operation) System
switch on"Auto" or "Coc.V.
**1. First stage cooling:
a. "Rc" circuit to "Y1" is "made", on heatIng/cooling ther-
mostat energizing reversing valve in outdoor unit (for
units with reversing valve energized for coolie .
b. "Rc" to "G" made; "R" to "G" made in HCO116 panel, brings
on heat pump indoor unit fan.




"Y" contacts close. Compressor circuit is energized
to provide cooling.
NOTES
* Heat Pump Systems with reversing valve energized for heating can generally
be wired as follows:








**Heat pumps where the reversing valve is not energized for cooling use




Domestic water will be preheated anytime the system is storing
heat or heating from collector.
Switch "Summer" Position
•	 Domestic water will be preheated whenever enough solar energy is
available to activate the system. When the stored water temp-
erature reaches the set point of Tw sensor (about 140 F) the sys.lem
will shut-down until the stored water temperature drops about 10 F.
I









The following items should be performed semi-annually:
L Inspect V-belt and sheaves for wear, check belt tension.
2. Inspect daunper linkage.
3.Clean or replace filters (more frequent if required)
4. Oil pump motor with #20 non-detery. ,nt oil - do not over lubricate.
5. Oil AHU blower motor with #20 non-detergent oil - do not over lubricate.
6. All thermostats in the operations area must be placed in eitherthe
"heat" or "cool" position appropriate for the season. (If the
thermostats are placed in the "auto" position, an undesirable condition
can occur in which the solar system is attempting to heat while the
A/C is trying to cool if the temperature levers are "jammed together").
7. Slide Sate (D-1) is removed for summer operation. The gate is re-
placed for heating season operation.
8. Switch (summer/winter) on the solaron control box must be placed in
the appropriate position for the desired operation of the system.
Q. "Walk through" - A total system examination should be conducted at
the beginning and at the end of each heating season to determine
condition of the following:
1. Damage to collector glazing
2. Water in the coilc%ct,;s due to precipitation leaks
3. Physical damage to thermal insulation of duct work
4. Cleanliness of collector glazing - Clean if necessary, with mild
soap and water solutions using soft window brush and rinse well









SUBCONTRACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOLAR
HEATING SYSTEM
1. Solar Solaron. Inc.
300 Galleria Tower
720 South Colorado Boulevard
Denver, Colorado	 80222
2. General D.F. Cahill Construction Co.
-"^ 4721 Denver
Kansas City, Missouri 	 64130
3. HVAC Environmental Mechanical
Contractors Inc.
11700 West 85th Street
Lenexa, Kansas	 66214
4. Electrical Wachter Electric Co.
3027 McGee Trafficway







FIRE STATION 24 ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN
A visual inspection shall be made to assure ducting functionally conforms
to the plans. Manual dampers D-1 and motor driven dampers D-2 and 0-3 should be
closed. Space thermostat heat anticipators shall be set with first.•stage ' at 0.10 amp-
and second stage at 0.10 amp. Set thernostat'so , there is no , call for heat. "Summer- i
Winter" switch on control panel shall be placed in the "Winter" position. System
power shall be turned on. If solar energy is sufficient to activate the AT
controller the AHU fan and water pump will start and run in the storing heat mode.
(If solar energy is not available disconnect Tco lead to simulate). Static pres-
sure and temperature shall be measured in the collector inlet and outlet udcts
and at the heat storage inlet and outlet ducts. The collector A P will be used
to estimate the flow and the fan speed will be adjusted accordingly if required.
Fan motor amperage shall be measured.
The space thermostat shall be set to make the first stage of heating. This
will reposition the dampers shifting the solar heated air into the building space.
Static pressures, temperatures and amperage shall be measured in this mode.
3umpering Tco terminals (or opening Tci) will simulate no solar energy avail-
able at the collector. The system will then go into the heat from storage mode.
Static pressures, temperatures and amperage will be recorded. Adjustin g the
set point of Ts upward to the air temperature out of storage will simulate the
storage temperature dropping to the normal set point of goo F. When Ts switches
the solar AHU will stop and the unit heaters will start and maintain the set point
of the first stage of the thermostat. Ts shall then be reset down to place sytem
back in the heating from storage mode. Increasing the set point of the space
thermostat to make the second stage of heatinq simulates a further drop in space
temperature indicating the heat taken from storage is insufficient to offset the
building heat loss. This will shut down the solar AHU and start the unit heaters.
56
Jumper shall be removed from Tco.
"Summer" operation for preheating water shall be tested by removing manual
damper 0-1 to by-pass the heat storage unit and placing the "Summer-Winter"
switch in the "Summer" position. Static pressures, air temperatures and
amperage shall be recorded. The aquastat, Tw, shill be reset down so that the
set point is below the water temperature (if water temperature is below the
minimum set point a lead can be disconnected). This will simulate the water
temperature rising to the set point and will stop the pump and AHU fan.
57
ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN DATA SHEET FOR FIRE STATION 24
1. Visual inspection
A. Ductwork conf figuration ( 3
B. Placement of dampers4
C. Ductwork connections `^
D.	 Insulation ( wl
2.. Heating from collectors (Winter)
A. A.H.U. 01 operating ( N")
B. Synchronous operation of water pump (''')
C. A.H.U. #2 operating ( -
0. Space thermostats operating (^
E. A.H.U. #3 operating ( 3)
3. Heating hot water (Winter)
A. A.-H.U. #1 pump operating
B. Lower temp setting on storage to verify pump will shu t
 
off
0. A.H.U. #1 continues to operate
4. Heating from storage mode (Winter)
A. Motorized damper 1 closed(
B. A.H.U. #1 off
C. A.H.U. #2 on
D. A.H.U. #3 on
5. Heat pumps
A. Heat pump operating
when stor. temp adjusted
6.	 Storing heat (Winter)
A. A.H.U. #1 operating (''f r
B. Motorized damper #1 open(
7. Heating from collector (Summer)
A. A.H.U. # 1 operating ( y'
B. Pump operating ( y'
C. Damper #1 open ( -4'
i
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LOCATION/ZONE	 _	 ACTUAL AIR TEMP. —__	 DUCT S.P._
DUCT	 REQUIRED	 ACTUAL
i12E	 SQ. FT.	 FPM	 CFM	 FPM	 CFM
(SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS)
POSITION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1	 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
? 3 0 4
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TEST DATE ._______	 _READINGS BY
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL (iALANLING LL114EAU
FORM TAB 1176	 RF POIt r NOT VALID UNLESS STAMPF-D WITH
GCopyrlght, NEBB 1976	 NFHR CURRENT CERTII ICAT ION SEAL	 PAGE —	 OF _--
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a0.
IV B B	 PITOT TUBE TEST REPORT
(5
PROJECT	 T• t -4__	 .SYSTEM/UNIT
LOCATION)'ZONE __& AJj
 -_ s 	 ACTUAL AIR TEMP.	 DUCT S.P.
DUCT	 REQUIRED	 ACTUAL
SIZE	 SQ. FT.	 FPM	 CF M	 I- PM _.	 CFM _ ____
(SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS)


























TEST DATE _— _ _ ___ . 	 READINGS BY
NATIONALENVIRONh7ENTA) BALANCING BUREAU
FORM I AB 11 . 76	 REPORT NOT VALID UNLESS STAMPED WI 1 H
(D CoPvtlght, NEBB 1976	 NE©R CURRENT CLRTIt (CATION SEAL 	 PALL _	 OF
C) 0
r	 AIR APPARATUS TEST REPORT
PROJECT	 _	 _	 SYSTEWUNIT
ADDRESS	 _	 LOCATION-----L-
UNIT DATA
Moke S Model No.
Type & Size 1rI 1r^J
Arrangement & Class
Discharge
c tieave Size 6 Make eq
Sheove Bore 5 _e I r
No	 Belts, Make & Si ze

















Sheave Size & Move
Sheave Bore Size





Reheat Coil S . P. Drop
Cooling Coi l S.P. Drop
Preheat Coil S.P. Dr,r'
Filter S. P. Drop
Vortex Damper Posit.
Out. Air Damper Posit.
Ret. Air Damper Posit,















Sheave Size & Make
Sheave Bore Si ze
No. Belts, Make$ Size
MOTOR U 1TA
Make 3 Frome ^!
Motor H.P.
Volts, Phase, Cycles   ?	 ^(	 D
Full Load Amps tr
Sheave Size R Make
Sheave Bore Size 7










Motor Volts Tt Ts'T, 00
Motor Amps—Tt,T2,T3
REMARKS:
TEST DATA DESIGN ACTUAL
Discharge S.P.
Suction S.P.
R eh eat Coil S.P. Drop
Coo ling Coil S.P. Drop
Preheat Coil S.P. Drop
Filter S.P. Drop
Vortex Damper Posit.
Out. Air Damper Posit.
Ret. Air Damper Posit.
EST DATE—_	 READINGS BY 	 DY
















Sheove Size & Make 1	 rdw ti	 s	 yII.
Sheave Bore Size '	 r^ 2..
No. Belts, Moke 6 Si ze!
a n H, j" Vr	 A C. (-.
MOTOR ij >TA
Make & Frome i E y--
Motor H.P. t''
Volts, Phose, Cycles 7 r7 ^	 h /7
Full Load Amps ! O
Sheave Size & Make 1
Sheave Bore Size j t^
Sheave—Center's Dist. ?	 l •	 s^^ ^^
TEST DATA DESIGN ACTUAL
Total CFM
Total S.P.













Reheat Coil S.P. Drop
Cooling Coil S.P. Drop
Preheat Coil S.P. Drop
Filter S.P. Drop
Vortex Damper Posit.
Out. Air Damper Posit.
Ret	 Air Damper Posit.
(`RICINAL
g
PA (;Fl IyS P0()jj
TEST DATE --•	 ..LACING. BY_ 	 , . _ CE11:71FIED UY —	 _









AiR OUTLET TEST REPORT
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	 AIR OUTLET TEST REPORT
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OUTLET DESIGN PRELIMINARY FINAL
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cAssodeted Ef9rosedrg Consultants Im
20 W6st 9th St Kansas Oty, Ma 64105
816.474.5450
September 20, 1479
Midgley Shaughnessy Fickel and Scott Architects
20 West 9th Street
Kansas City, Missouri	 64105
Attn: Mr. Mike Shaughnessy
RE:	 K.C. Fire Station No. 24
Gentlemen:
We have reviewed the air balance report submitted for this project and it
appears fart numbers 2 and 3 need rpm adjustment to comply with design criteria.
Fan no. 2, which serves distribution to operations area units, should be
speeded up such that circulated air is plus or minus 5% of 4300 cfm design
in lieu of 3560 cfm which is only 82% of design. Motor amp readings included
in report indicate this should be possible without changing motor, however
nQtor sheeves may have to be replaced. Fan no. 3, which serves apparatus
bay only could be left as is without detrimentally affecting this or other
systems operation, however air quantity being supplied, 7575 cfm is approximately
150% of design.
Fan no. 1 serving the solar loop is circulating 76 more air than as designed
or the diffence between 5000 and 5360 cfm, but this should be satisfactory.
The indoor units nos. 1, 2, and 3 are all delivering more air than design,
from 13 to 19% which should not pose any particular problem. There is quite
a disparity between the four outlets served by unit no. 3, but all theseE	
outlets are in the same room. If these outlets are unusually disturbing
to the occupants with regard to noise they should be adjusted but otherwise
car, remain as is and should function satisfactorily concerning heating or cooling.









SYSTEM INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT PROBLEMS
A continuing problem with the instrumentation installation was
rainwater seepage into the area where the WAS was located.
The water on the floor made it difficult and dangerous to
check out the instrumentation wiring. After various methods
had been tried to overcome the seepage problem, it was finally
solved primarily by elevating and reeontouring the soil out-
side the wall and installing drain tile at the base of the wall.
This was achieved just prior to completion of the Acceptance
Testing.
Changes in the instrumentation contractor's personnel after
the initiation of this work at the fire station contributed to
a major problem of wiring errors between the junction box,
transformers,and the SDAS. As with all relatively new develop-
ments such as solar energy, much of the technology is conveyed
verbally. Consequently, when there is a personnel change, some
loss of system understanding is to be expected. The wiring
problems were resolved with the assistance of an instrumentation
engineer from the Marshall Space Flight Center.
During the acceptance testing, it was noted that one of the
collectors had a broken inner glass. The glass was subsequently
supplied by the collector system vendor and installed by the
city.
The system evaluation test determined that one motor-driven damper
was the wrong type. Item should have been spring loaded to shut
after power was removed but it was electrically driven in both
directions. Device was replaced by proper configuration after
the acceptance test.
During the system operational airflow measurements, it was
discovered that AH#2 was flowing about 82 percent of the design
requirement. The adjustable pulley was changed to give the
required system design speed. Additionally, the airflow rate
of AH#3 exceeded the design requirements; however, because of
the smaller than recommended pebble size in the rock box, it
was decided to leave the flow rate at the higher level.
Considerable difficu?.ty has been experienced with fire per-
sonnel changing the thermostat settings which causes the control
system to bypass the solar heat and go into the neat pump or the
electrical heat strip mode. This, of course, plays havoc with
system efficiency as determined by the data system. Some
thought has been given to placing "locks" on the thermostat
to prevent changes to the selected temperaCure levels. A more
expensive change would be to replace the thermostats with the
type that would use available solar heat before the auxiliary












Some minor insulation discrepancies were noted during the
"walk through". The water pipes near the hot water heat
exchanger and near the water heaters had not been insulated.
This was accomplished at a later date. The "walk through"
showed that the overall mechanical work was excellent includ-
ing duct work placement and insulation workmanship. The solar
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10,0sFIGURE 1: Construction Details
For complete or supplementary heating of entryways, store-
rooms, kitchens, garages, shipping rooms, warehouses, factories,
applications
	
hangers, power generating plants, pump house, and store,
Llrnirnates p i ping, valves, traps, freezeups, water leaks, vagrant
heat waste, vents, stacks, gas piping and pilot lights.
construction details
1. HEAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION—cabinets are made
cf heavy gauge welded domestic steel for durability
and trouble-free operation.
2. MOUNT I NG—recessed welded fasteners on top and
back of housing for threaded rod-type hangers are
standard. Optional swivel-type combination wall or
ceiling mounting brackets allow up to 180 ad-
justment of discharge air direction. All models are
suitable for either horizontal or vertical airflow.
3. SUPPLY CONNECTION —single connectio,- eliminates
separate fan motor circuit,
4. MOTOR—fan motors have built-in automatic reset
thermal overload protertion. Heaters with motors
114 hp or greate , have permanently lubricated ball
bearings. Motor is ventilated with unheated air.
5. PLATE FIN ELEMENTS—rugged, copper plated steel
tubular elements are brazed to multiple fins for ex-
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are protected against corrosion by high tempera-
ture paint. Automatic reset thermal cutout protects
heater elements from overheating.
6. SERVICE COMPARTMENT—hinged service door
allows easy access to line terminais, contactors,
fuses and transformers.
7. FAN — dynamically balanced aluminum fan. Draw-
through design assures even air distribution over
elemerts and uniform outlet temperatures.
8. LOUVERS—each louver is adjustab l e for positive
control of discharge air.
9. HOUSING—contemporary styling, heavy gauge steel.
Tough, durable neutral grey, baked enamel finish
resiFts corrosion and assures long life, even in fume
laden industria l atmospheres.
10. THERMOSTAT—optional built-in thermostat for 1 or
2 stage control with knob adjustment.
73
energy savers
^—	 THERMOSTATIC FAN SWITCH —built into each
( 5 KW and larger unit, dissipates residual heat to
recirculate ambient air until temperature drops
to 90F.
TWO S T EP CONTROL — provides smaller KW steps
for finer control and less operating cost (standard
on many models).
NIGHT SETBACK THERMOSTAT —conserves en-
ergy with separate temperature settings for day-
time comfort and nighttime economy (remote hori-
zontal mounting).
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MAGNETIC CONTROL CONTACTOR — discon-
necting break contactors provided as standard
unless heater is single phase and operated by
load-carrying thermostat.
SUBCIRCUIT FUSING—when heater ampacity ex-
ceeds 48 amps, built-in subcircuit fuses are
supplied to meet Paragraph 424-22 of the 1975
NEC.
FAN DELAY —dissipates all residual heat from
elements and recirculates entering amorert air
until tem perature drops to 90F for maximum








FIGURE 3: 480V, Single Phase, 10 KW Circuit Diagram
M 1
MOTOR OVERCURRENT PROTECTION —motor
fusing is built-in for unit heaters over 40
amperes when the motor is greater than 1/8 HP.
All units incorporating a slepdowrl transformer
to drive the fan motor have built-in transformer
primary fusing.
CONTRUL THERMOSTAT—optional built-in or
wall mounted ti.2rmostat kits to achieve best
area comfort ; avc'. g uilt - in thermostat elimi-
nates control wiring and is adjustable from the
front of the heater. (see page 8).
CONTROL TRANSFORMER— Optional 24V control







NOTE: Terminal "F" is provided for
optional manual fan control.
III
b ^ r
FIGURE 4: 240 V, Three Phase, 40 KW Circuit Diagram














FIGURE S: Unit Heater Dimensions
TABLE 1: DIMENSIONS (inches)
HEATER	 A B C D	 E	 F
KW (min) I (min)
	 (min)
2.5-20	 22 17 15'/2 6 6	 4
25 . 50	 27 21 22 1/a 6 12	 4
u I listing





2. Voltage, Phase and KW







KW ITUH OLTS IPHASE AMPS ST(PS VOLTS ► HASP N ►M HP
2.5-2081 1.5 8550 208 1 12 1 208 1 1550 1110
2.52401 2.5 8550 240 1 10 1 240 1 1550 1/10
2.5 . 2771 2.5 8550 277 1 9 1 120 1 1550 1/10
52081 5 17100 108 1 24 1 208 1 1550 1/10
5 . 2401 5 17100 140 1 21 1 240 1 1550 1110
5 1771 5 17100 277 1 18 1 120 1 1550 1/10
7.5 2081 7.5 25650 208 1 36 1 208 1 1550 1/10
75 . 2401 7.5 25b50 240 1 31 1 240 1 1550 1/10
7.5-2771 7.5 25650 177 1 27 1 120 1 1550 1/10
102081 10 34200 208 1 48 1 208 1 1550 1/10
10 2401 10 34100 240 1 42 1 240 1 1550 1110
10 2771 10 34200 277 1 36 1 120 1 1550 1/10
5 . 2083 5 17100 208 3 14 1 208 1 1550 1110
5 2403 5 17100 140 3 12 1 240 1 1550 1/10
5 . 4803 5 17100 480 3 6 1 120 1 1550 1/10
5-6003 5 17100 600 3 5 1 120 1 1550 1110
7 5 1083 7.5 25650 209 3 21 1 208 1 1550 1110
15 2403 7.5 1	 25650 240 3 18 1 240 1 1550 1!10
7.54803 1.51 25650 480 3 9 1 120 1 1550 1/10
7.5 6003' 7.5 25650 600 3 7 1 120 1 1556 1110
10-2083 10 34200 208 3 18 1 208 1 1550 1110
10 . 2403 10 34200 240 3 24 1 240 1 1550 100
10 .4803 10 34200 480 3 12 1 120 1 1550 1/10
10 . 6003' 10 34200 600 3 10 1 120 1 1550 1/10
12.5-2083 12.5 41150 208 3 35 1 208 1 1550 1/4
125 2403 12.5 42750 240 3 30 1 240 1 1550 1/4
12.5 . 4803 12.5 42750 480 3 15 1 120 1 1550 1;4
12 5 . 6003' 12 5 42750 600 3 12 1 120 1 1550 1/4
152083 15 51300 108 3 42 1 208 1 1550 1/4
152403 15 51300 240 3 36 1 240 1 1550 1/4
15 4803 15 51300 480 3 1B 1 120 1 1550 1/4
15 6003' 15 51300 600 3 14 1 120 1 1550 1/4
20 1083 26 68400 208 3 56 2 208 1 1550 IA
20 2403 20 68400 240 3 48 1 240 1 1550 1/4
20 4803 20 68400 430 3 24 1 121 i 1550 1/4
20 6003' 20 68400 600 3 19 1 120 1 1550 V4
25-20P3 15 85500 208 3 69 2 208 1 1550 1/4
25 . 1463 25 85500 240 3 60 2 240 1	 11550 1/4
254803 25 85500 480 3 30 1 120 1 1550 1/4
25 . 6003' 25 85530 600 3 24 1 120 1 1550 1/4
30-2083 30 102600 208 3 83 2 208 1 1550 1!4
30 2403 30 102600 240 3 72 2 240 1 1550 114
304803 30 101600 480 3 36 1 120 1 1550 1/4
306003' 30 101600 600 3 29 1 120 1 1550 1/4
402083 37.5 118250 208 3 104 2 208 1 1550 1/4
40 2403 40 136800 240 3 96 2 240 1 1550 114
404803 40 136800 480 3 48 1 120 1 1550 1/4
40 . 6003' 40 136800 600 3 37 1 120 1 1550 1/4
50 2083 5n 171000 708 3 139 2 208 1 1550 114
50 2403 50 171000 240 3 120 2 240 1 1550 1!4
504803 50 1171000 480 3 60 2 120 1 1550 1/4
506003' 50 171000 600 3 46 2 120 1 1550 V4
'SPECIAL ORDER ONLY
E
	 t Throw is the distance air moves until its velocit y reduces to 50 fpm.
ttBased on 60C ratings
tttAll units, except 2.5 K6, are optionally available with 2 steps for energy savings
/^ co,


































12 500 609 16 18 0 0 NO 208 F 10 50 23 2412 2•#110
12 500 605 16 U 0 0 NO 240 8 10 50 23 2.1114 2412
12 500 605 16 18 0 0 YES 277 8 10 63 29 2414 2411
12 50U 625 32 18 0 0 NO 208 8 10 50 23 2.410 2-= 6
!2 500 625 32 18 0 0 NO 240 8 10 50 13 2-a90 2•a 8
12 500 625 32 18 0 0 YES 277 8 10 63 25 2-$M0 2.1:10
12' 870 1075 27 26 0 1  NO 208 10 14 51 23 2 -# 6 2•# 4
12 d70 1075 27 26 0 1 NO 240 10 14 51 23 24 6 2-# 4
12 670 1075 77 26 0 1 • YES 120 10 14 64 2S 2-# 8 2.4 6
12 870 1090 3L 26 0 1 NO 708 19 14 60 27 7.-& 6 24 2
12 870 1036 36 76 0 1 NO 240 10 14 60 27 2-& 6 2•tt 4
12 870 1090 36 26 0 1 YES 120 10 14 72 33 2- 6 2- 4
!2 500 625 32 18 0 1 NO 208 8 10 51 23 3.1.2 3-,t10
12 500 625 32 18 0 1 ' NO 240 8 10 51 23 3412 3•»10
I
12 500 625 32 18 0 1	 ' YES 120 10 64 29 3-#14 3-x12
12 500 625 32 18 0 1 YES 120 8 10 64 29 3.414 3411
12 870 1075 27 26 0 1 NO 206 10 14 51 23 3•=10 3- 6
12 87r, 1075 27 26 0 1 NO 240 10 14 51 23 3-=10 3 =10
12 870 1075 27 26 0 1 YES 120 10 14 64 29 3­14 3­12
12 870 1075 27 26 0 1 YES 120 10 14 64 29 3.414 3.--12
12 87U 1090 36 26 9 1 NO 208 10 14 60 27 3.# 8 3.4 6
12 870 1090 36 26 0 1 NO 240 10 14 60 27 3-* 8 3•x 6
12 870 1030 36 26 0 1 YES 120 10 14 72 33 3412 3.1x10
12 870 1090 36 26 0 1 YES 120 10 14 72 33 3.1114 3-1''12
12 1250 1560 32 33 0 1 NO 208 11 21 61 28 3-= 6 3.4 4
12 1250 1560 32 33 0 1 NO 140 11 21 61 28 3-= 8 3-;; 6
12 1150 1560 31 33 0 1 YES 120 11 21 73 33 1	 3 »12 3 y10
12 1250 1560 32 33 0 1 YES 120 11 21 73 33 3-:--14 3­12
12 1250 1575 38 33 0 1 NO 208 11 21 61 29 34 6 3-^t 4
12 1250 1575 38 33 0 1 NO 240 11 21 61 28 3-# 6 3.4 4
12 1250 1575 38 33 0 1 YES 120 11 21 73 33 3--t10 3-410
12 1250 1575 38 33 0 it YES 120 11 21 73 33 1#12 3410
12 1250 1615 51 33 6 2 NO 708 11 21 64 19 3-= 3 3-#i 2
12 12250 1615 51 33 0 1 NO 240 11 21 61 28 3- 4 3-t 3
12 1250 1615 51 33 0 1 YES 120 11 21 73 33 3-= 8 34 6
11 1250 Isis 51 33 0 1 YES 120 11 21 73 33 3-«10 3410
16 2050 1440 39 44 6 2 NO 208 13 26 104 47 3-A 2 3.1: 0
2050 1440 39 44 6 2 NO 240 13 26 104 47 3--t 3 34 2
I
16
16 2050 1440 39 ,	 44 0 1 YES 120 13 26 114 52 3-= 8 3-# 6
I	 16 2050 1440 39 44 0 1 YES 120 13 26 114 52 3 . 410 34 8
16 1050 1455 46 44 6 2 NO 208 13 26 120 55 3-= 2 3 x 0
16 2050 1455 46 44 6 2 NO 240 13 26 120 55 3-» 2 3.4 0
16 2050 1455 46 44 0 1 YES 120 13 26 '30 59 3.4 6 3.10 4
16 2050 1455 46 44 0 1 YES 120 13 26 130 59 3 ' 8 3 = 6
16 2050 1490 58 44 9 3 NO 208 13 26 122 55 3 .4 0 3.400
16 2050 1500 62 44 6 2 NO 240 13 16 120 55 3 .» 1 34 0
16 1050 1 500 62 44 0 1	 , YES 120 13 26 130 59 3.114 341 3
16 2050 1500 62 44 0 1 YES 120 13 26 130 59 34 6 3.4 4
16 2050 1540 77 44 12 4 NO 200 13 26 127 58 3-40 3 '0000
16 2050 1,540 77 44 9 3 NO 240 13 26 122 55 3.40 I	 3 400
16 2050 1540 77 44 6 2 YES 120 13 76 133 60 3 = 3 3: 1
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►IIIIIRE 6: Cone Type Diffu"r 	 FIGURE 7: Four-Way Louvers
CATALOG NUMBER DESCRIPTION
TK-1 Integral Thermostat Kit, 1 Stage Heating (SPST, 24 . 277V) shipped
_ separately as kit
TK-1 FM	 _ Same AF TK 1, except factory mounted
TK 2 Integral Thermostat Kit, 1 Stage Heating, (DPST, 24 . 277V) use
where full line creak is required, shipped separately as kit
	
iTK-2FM Same as TK-2, except Factory Mounted
TK-3 Integral Thermostat Kit, 2 Stage Heating (S-SPST, 24.277V)
_ shipped separately as kit
TK -3FM Same as TK-3, except Factory Mounted
TK-4 Wall Thermostat Kit, 1 Stage Heating (SPST, 24.277V)
TK-5 Wall Thermostat Kit, 1 Stage Heating (DPST, 24 . 277V) use where
local codes require a full line break
TK-6 TK-6 Wall Thermostat Kit, 2 Stage Heating, Auto/On and Heat/ off/Cool
Swit.:heson subbAse(2-SPST, 24V only)
TK-8 Wall Thermostat Kit, 1 Stage Heat i ng, 1 Cooling (2-SPST, 24 240V)
TK-9 Subbase for TK-8, Fan/Off/Auto Switch
TK-10 Wall Thermostat, 2 Stages Heating (2-SPST, 24-240V)
TK-11 Summer/Winter Switch Kit, (SPST, 24-277V) shipped separately as kit
TK-11FM Same as TK-11, except Factory Mounted
TK-12 Wall Thermostat Kit, Night Setback w i th 24 Hour Timer, 1 Stage Heating(SPST, 24V only), does not require separate power supply
Suffix-24	 _ 24V Control With Contactor if Required (add suffix to unit catalog number)
Suffix 2S Two Step Operation in lieu of single step (add suffix to unit catalog
	
umber
Suffix-MR Manual Reset Thermal cutout (add suffix to unit catalog number)
Suffix-RC Remote Control Panel, UL Listed, surface mounted (consult factory)(add suffix to unit catalog number)
CATALOG NUMBER 	 DESCRIPTION
CD-1	 _ _	 Diffuser Kit, Cone type for vertical discharge (2.5 . 20 KW)
CD-2
	
Diffuser Kit. Cone type fur vertical di scharge (25 . 50 KW)
LG-1	 _	 Diffuser Kit, Four-Way Louvers (2.5-20 KW)_
LD 2	 Diftuser Kit, Four-Way Louvers(25-50 KW)
CATALOG NUMBER 	 DESCRIPTION
WB-1	 _	 Wall Mount Assembly Kit (for horizontal d_ ischarge) wall and swivel Lrack_ett^
S3 . 1	 Swivel Bracket Kit (for ceiling mounting, horizontal discharge)














APPROXIMATE MOUNTING HEIGHT AND FLOOR COVERAGE (FEET)
i i i	 i	 ,r ,c +  	 r	 r
STANDARD
	 STANDARD	 4-WAY	




12	 10	 10	 9.5
30
	
21	 20 34	 34 — 	 34
	




















23	 19	 19	 18
•
Note: Height is based upon optimum floor coverage with 50 1pm velocity four feet above the floor.
Specific boundary pattern is dependent upon obstacles, drafts and mounting an-lingements.
Drawings are not to scale.
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sample specification
1. Furnish and install Brasch UL Listed unit heaters with
voltage, phase, number of steps, heating and air deliv-
ery capacities as scheduled. Threaded mounting holes
shall be provided and each unit shall be universally
suitable for vertical or horizontal mounting.
2. knit heater shall be draw-thru design to provide uni-
form temperature acroEs heater element and forced
air cooling of motor withambient air.
3. Heater elements soall be corrosion protected, plate fin
type with elements brazed to common fins for maximum
strength and heat transfer. Contactor(s) shall provide
disconnecting line break. Automatic reset thermal cut-
out for each element assembly shall provide protection
from overtemperature.
4. All motors sh2ll have permanently lubricated bearings.
built-in thermal protection and shall be completely en
closed. Motors 1/4
 
HP and greater shall have ball bear-
inqs. Separate motor supply circuits shall not be re-
quired.
5. All units to have single supply circuit with fuses as re-
quired by NEC for element and motor protection.
6. Fans shall be aluminum, directly connected to the fan
motor. Units 5 KW and larger shall have thermal fan
delay to remove residual heat from heater cabinet and
recirculate ambient air until temperature drops to 90F
for maximum energy savings. All metal surfaces of the
cabinet shall be protected by baked epoxy finish.
7. Brackets shall be furnished for wall (or ceiling) mount-
ing where shown on heating schedule.
8. Individually adjustabie louvers shall be furnished to
direct discharge air as desired. (Optional: Downflcw
diffusers shall be provided where shown on schedule.
Specify: Cone type, or four-way adjustable louver.
9. Thermostat shall be provided where shown on schedule,
to match number of heater control steps. (Specify:
Built-in or remote room thermostat.)
10. Other options provided shall include:
A. 24V Transformer
B. Two Step Control
C. Summer/Winter Switch for Ventilation Only
D. Main Disconnect Switch (Remote)
E. Heating/Cooling Thermostat with Fan Switch Sub-
base
11. Manufacture r shall provide one year guarantee against
defe,ts in workmanship or material.
/ IU11fr1k A107	 7, 
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FIGURE 8: Horizontal Discharge
	 Threaded Rods
(optional)
v /	 v^	 Welded Fasteners




.r^watl Bracket --^ o J
1- lJ^Any Brasch unit heater can be mounted in either a hor-.Swivel Bracket
izontal or vertical d i scharge position:
HORIZONTAL DISCHARGE—heaters can be mounted ncr-
icontally using four 1l2-13NC threaded rods (provide. by
others) or the optional swivel and wall mounting brai, Lets.
The swivel bracket allows heater to be rotated to iace
various directions and can be ordered separately for u:e
as a ceiling bracket. The wall mounting bracket providel,
minimum spacing required for the heater in all directions.
A 1-8NC threaded bolt with locknut attaches the swivel
bracket to the wall bracket. The wall mounting bracket
attaches to the wall using four SAE Grade 5, 112-13NC
bolts and nuts. Bolts and nuts are provided as part of
the wall mount and swivel bracket kits.
TABLE 7: MOY NTING DIMEN41ONS
H EATER
KW H J K L	 M W W l `!	 ,
2.5-2G 26 1/a 26 7 9	 5 17 — 15
25-50 351/4 31 7 9	 5 — 22 1,12 16
u	 I „ I	 II
Cone Diffuser
(optional)
VERTICAL DISCHARGE — heaters are mounted vertically	 L__^
using four 112-13NC threaded steel rods (provided by
	 FIGURE 9: Vertical Dischargeothers). Four threaded holes on top of the heater are
provided with internal stops to prevent excessive inser-
tion of rods. Additional mounting hardware, if required,




Or POOR tq?T pev, Distance between unit heaters should not be
ss th3n the throw of one heater nor more than twice
its throw; fo,
 throw data, see page 5. For interior spaces
LIMITATIONS—Unit heaters s'iould not be used in poten- 	 and for high bay ureas, additional unit healers mounted
tially explosi-e atmospheres, nor should they be located
	 vertically can be used. In warehouse type applications,
where obstructions might block air inlet, motor cooling 	 where maintaining minimum temperatures is the basic
vents or discharge.	 requirement, one or more large unit heaters can be used
APPLICATIONS—larger rooms require multiunit installa-
	
in order to reduce initial installation expense.
tions; arrange units to provide perimeter air circulation.






To prevent air stratification, the total CFM capacity of
all units should circulate the room air volume at least
three times per hour.
Unit heaters should be located so their airstreams wipe
exposed walls without blowing directly at them. In mul-
tiple unit heater installations, it is good practice to
locate units so each unit supports the airstream J an-
other, thus setting up a circulatory air mcvement within
FIGURE 11
Small rooms can be heated by one unit heater. Where two
walls are exposed, heater should be mounted as shown.
For individual spaces, total heating capacity is calcu-
lated in the conventional way, using formulas in the
ASHRAE Guide
When heating capacity foi a pedestrian entryway is un-
known, a rule of thumb of 4000 watt3 per door can be
used.
Unit heaters are frequently used to combat cold air
inrush when loading dock doors are opened. For such
applications, one or more units shoulo be arranged to
blow warm air across the opening, not toward it.
80	 — 
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MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
11880 DORSETT ROAD • (314) 291 0440
MARYLANn HEIGHTS MISSOURI 63043
other Brasch products
HOT WATER BOILERS—provide hot water for space
heating In commercial, Industrial and institutional build-
ings. Recommended for supplying hot water to culls
located In hazardous locations. Also used for process
applications in industrial plants. UL Listed with ratings
to 3b00 KW. Ask for Bulletin Al20.
STEAM BOILERS—provide steam for space heatlrg In
commercial, Industrial and Institutional bulldin--s or
steam for humidification, sterilization and Inrustrial
process applications. UL Listed with ratings to 31,()O KW,
high or low pressure. Ask for Bulletin Al24,
ELECTRIC DUCT HEATERS—custom designed for warm
air space heating applications In commercial, Industrial
and Institutional buildings, manufactured in unlimited
sizes and capacities. Heaters are UL Listed for zero
clearance and meet UL and NEC requirements. Ask 'or
Bulletin A102.
ELECTRICAL ENCLOSURES—manufactured to NEMA 1,
3R, 4 and 12 requirements In Industry—standard or cus-
tom sizes. Available with baked-on epoxy or primer
finish. Ask for Bulletin A115.
REMOTE CONTROL PANELS — custom designed, UI_
Listed, used for the control of Electioduct heating tolls
and many other types of electric heating equipment. The
combination of Brasch panels with Brasch heaters as-
sures you of one-source responsibility and a fully coor-
dinated, prewlred, factory tested electric heating package.
Ask for Bulletin A105.
STORAGE WATER HEATERS—provide domestic hot water.
Standard heaters are available in capacities up to 4000
galb--s and 990 KW with lined vessels. Ask for Bulletin
Al25.
ELECTRIC BASEBOARD HEATERS—provide economical sup-
plementary heat, 187 or 250 watts per lineal foot. UL Listed
and NEMA constructed units combine aesthetics with effi-
ciency and strength for comfort heating. Ask for Bulletin
Al23.
guarantee
BRASCH MANUFACTURING COMPAN, INC. nuaran
tees all electrical components, cabinet and heating ele
ments against defects ;n material and workmanship for a
period of one Veer from date of purchase. Should any evl
dance of defects in material or workmanship occur during
the guarantee period, Brasch Manufacturing Company, Inc.
will repair o, replace the pert at its own discretlon without
charge Brasch Manufacturing Compan V, Inc shall not be
held responsible for enV field charges in connection with
the removal or replacement of allegedlV defective equip
ment, nor for incidental or consequential damege. Parts
being returned to the factorV must arrive prepaid and
upon prior approval bV the COmpsnV.
/ Bill If FIN A107
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CIRCULATORS - Nos. 110, 111, 112, 11I . 117B & 120	 >^ r















	 '	 1"	 1',"	 or	 1 1 : "	 for	 all	 saes	 excrpt	 2''	 and	 No	 1118	 Cast Iron	 or	 Brunie
Cast	 Iron	 or	 Blnnio l 	Note	 No	 1118	 furnished	 In	 V	 Brnnir.	 with	 Swvol	 connrctrnns only
Oynotncally	 baluncnd, cloNed	 type	 rxcept	 No	 110	 and	 No	 1118 which	 aie	 open type
Carhon & Ceramic
Selected	 for	 quietness,	 Rubber	 Mounted	 Overload	 Protected
Smooth	 safe	 flexible	 steel	 spring	 type
Large	 Porous	 Bronze (}^}!
Sta ; nless steel super finished	 #600—TAX-4 Allen Bradley
240E	 manual motor starter, f	 ^^,•
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1510. b 1107 WATER CIRCULK!' 1NC PUMP
AV
 "' ,{ ,




Is t^ Itt^ 1^ 1^ is is I^ A1♦ I^ IA♦♦ I^ ^ III IAA ^ 1^ •
In
Purpose
Designed to circulate (pump) heated or chilled water, quietly and speedily, In
Hydronic Sy%tetns for all residoncos and Small commercial establishments May
also he 1 ► sed for roning IarK,• Installation-, and in bronze f or fresh water ser.lce.
Features
Quiet operation
Motor — Rubber Mounted, Overload Protected
One piece, cast impellers for longer life
Leak-proof mechanical seal — two piece type, easily replaced
Stainless steel shaft — g ardened and ground
Smooth, safe drive coupling
Easily serviced with ordinary tools
Porous bronze bearings
Permits the use of small size piping
Operation
^1 Supplies heat almost ins!antly upon a call for heat from the room Thermostat
Whhn the Thermostat is satlsfiEd, the circulator stops and no mo a heat is
delivered to the rooms.
2 When used in conjunction With ^ Taco Flochek and Water Heater, the same
boiler which provides the heating, also supplies domestic hot water ah year
'round for kitchen, bath and laundry.
3 For house heating, circulators are available in cast iron construction. For
domestic or fresh water circulation, specify bronze construction.
Sizes 6 Dimensions






CUR"INi 11 o1D 100 AC I PM 71 RPM A I C O
UN110 HC ':", 1",1'., IY 1/12HP 115V 1125 14% 12 1 1 8 1 : 60`. 21
111 HDH '„', I", i'/•', I%" 1/e HP 115V 1125 15% 13 1 i 10': 8'1 26
112 i1 '.", 1". 1'i", 1'•4' InHP 115V 3450 16 14 14'4 9': 1 1 i 18
113 '.	 ,	 1",	 I l i",	 1'i" i IHP 115V 1125 16 131i 10 1 i 8'1 21
11111" , 1" Swell I,I/III'	 1	 II,V 1125 El l a ii'. I', 4 1 , 11
1111 If(:	 70 7' iotIll'	 I ll,V 117.'► II'. 14', 13', II 40
A"
-'-_	 ^^	 Iti yy hr  ggnlud n, h^^nn innU^^hnn a,ld'M Idyl n,








1t#o I No. A	 9	 C	 D
5-200 6V4" 5iY .• 1 ,A 11 2h'•
5 . 400 eYa 6h V%e 2'A•
',00 8 64 1 % 211@
•00 8 6% 1% 27/e
9M 12 714 2%
IOOU 12 7ty 21{e —
•









I^ 11. •YIr.., '1^0NTROL
Only
i
	 1510.7 MIX3 V'alvc,
11 	 aon„	 U
#5 400 (J1) inlets ( I ) outlets. TempControl thermostatic
controller with swivel action check stops, removable cartridge with
strainer, stainless steel piston and liquid fill thermal motor with
bellows mounted out of water. Standard rough chrome finish.
.i:,ptfications
oil
Suffix r	 For use in photrgraphrc or x-ray
work—available as 5-200. 1 a	 •
5-400-1	 ' 4M	 in
Suffix P	 ►'ollsh chrome highlight finish
	
V •^J 0
Suffix W Wall mounting bracket
	 •^,^ ^ ~
;udix RC Spare cartridge—recommended for	
< ^:.^non-interrupted service Models 5-500 a. n) ,	 ' I1000 have sepaia e
check stops
Model outletNo. Inlets + i ^: 1 r^ A
5.200 " —'i4 ke
5-400 i'a 1
5-500 1 1 Ys 1'^--
54700 114 1%
5-9C^ 1% 1%










00G 60 EMI •roil Tif	 ^
°F 220/40 20 240
SYMMONS T425
DIAL THEWOMETER
Tested and Certified under
	
V.,
A.S.S.E. Standard 1013 i^
^^) C.S.A. Certified through 1"
CONSTRUCTION OF BASIC VALVE
(GATE VALVES AND STRAINER NOT SHOWN)
1i ,
,/
Watts No. 900 Series provides the complete concept in cross
connection contro! for the protection ofpotable water and it
is a unious patented design meeting the specifreahons of
AS S.E, Standard 1013 for reduced pressure principle harkflow
preventert. Also, accepted by U.S. Public Healtn Service.
Beyond its sire, weight, arty cost advontaget, the No. 900 Sm yes
offer ma r ry oche- advonteges of value In onyonu t oi,cnotod with
efficient cross connection control such as design simplicity, low
flow resistence, quiet operation, simplified Installation, and
servicing.
The No. 900 assembly is the only barktlow prevenit+r Itimished
complete with strainer, test CUkS, and gate valves Its cornpart,
well-balanced, practical design now brings complete protection to
thousands of Installations which were not economically possrhle
hefnre such realistic considerations were proven and available.
*Union Connections	 a Compact solo for ease of
esteinless ► tell intelnel putt	 Instslletlun
e$tenderdly fornishod with	 a McMUOoor Iotnl of 10 p1111%
on body strainer	 requued for compleir' sorvrce
• Aliximurt; flow It low	 a Patented double salted
preaure drop	 First Check Valve














t 203/4 91/2 43/4
1 1 14 111/4 10 314 5112
1 112 30 11 6114
2 31 1331, 1	 7
Meltlmam Supply Presture 1 75 IDs
No 900
shed complete wIIIL
earn vn!vut, ttrawli ,Ind



























Reduced Pressure Principle Backflew Previ rater
DIRFCTION OF NORMAL FLOW
ISaIaur Nit I10C."ILrll
uu) ulhr" Pelr'11% I I-ol o.a





























using imalm we sizes
Optional	 installation	 of Series 900	 Sackflow Neventers is the ?A111
use	 of	 two	 or more smaller size devices piped	 in	 parallel	 to
serve a larger supply pipe main. This type of installation is ern.
ployed whenever it is vital to maintain a continuous supply of
water and where inteiruptians for testing and serviccng would be
11nacceptabin	 or	 undesirable. 	 It	 also	 has the advantage of pro.
viding	 a	 total	 capacity	 provided	 by	 a single larger valve and
permits testing or servicrnq of an individual valve without shuttlnu




Ihn	 lolfil	 ctipmrlty	 of	 Ihn	 tluvu:ui, Y
should eg luul or oxcuod that roqullod ay ilia symum. •	 ,
the
	
number	 of	 devices and	 sizes	 used	 in parallel	 should	 be •^'^
determined by the engineer's judgement based on the operating
cond: •; ons of a specific installation. •.,
t	 t	 t^	 ^ , t	 I	 ;	1	 , i. ► 	
I	 _ 
^a	 l ir t 	^.	 1	 ::'► ^	 ,I,;	 ,^;	 li	 ;	 1	 ^	 T	 ^a.
a.	 ,I	 .




^^	 I I	 1	 I	
I I I	 '
It
	
1	 I	 1	 I	 1	 1	 •V
1	 .






















nl	 slated	 irauure Lust at 	 .lttfia) Copecnrr
Davlca
	
flow 	Rated fl o w	 Watt f
 No g00
V	 30 GPM	 ?0 PSI	 35
1"	 50 GPM	 18 PSI
	 55
75 GPM
	 18 PSI	 75
I I/V	 100 GPM	 16 PSI	 130
1"	 160 GPM	 16 PSI	 175
01'11"	 225 GPM	 16 PSI	 125
• 3"	 320 GPM	 15 PSI	 310
4"	 500 GPM	 14 PSI	 540
I	 ' 6"	 I Ono GPM	 14 PSI	 11.0004
• Avollablo In mid 1070.
11









,,.	 ,	 _ 
1
ptional Parallel Installations
	 : ^^^	 •f :.
I^	
SIZES fw• tq• 1><"	
. .'^ '	 • ' ••	 •	 1^ 4	 I
1w_:... , ''	 _.
folr 2 1/12" Main Line
RECOMAENDATION:
Install two sue %X No 900 to provide
a 1wel flow up to 160 GPM This
exceeds the required testing capacity for
a single 2%," backflow presenter, based
an applicable standorat referred to
It
NICOMMINDATION, Thole shows flow that on ipproved device nlul f dellvor pond on
Install two sirs 2" Nn 000 to pluvrdo a^^ maximum ollnwabls pprellur/ Jim shown Thole perfprtnlra
tore! flaw u11 to 3hl) GPM 1 II I , aacoadeORWINAL PAGE' 1. ^ n-9 111IImtC1 wo I #' ivied In the (lntvarelly of {authen Calllornll
the 1011"110(l !"atones slid ' IV 1111 1 "'lull OF POO R (QUA' '^. !%Inuol o f Irou i,,,-fisltlon Crrnlr g l"and AJJ II hiondord 10133" hlc0111W prevanlar, hswd fill 4111111
collie tlaudnds r► fatlad to	 Wall$ valves Mvo hetn totted and/r thou irovluono end spuel
96	 or Wis pid tittle perlulmanre r ►quuerhow ,; 11 thuwn
4i!04. j 13ACKF Ww 11KEVENTFR2
11
Pilot
No. 900 Series t 2'/2", ?3", 4", 16"











Watts large r s e re No. 900 Series backflow prevente's hate thr same basic
des-gn features as sues %" - 1" described on page 10, except they are
constructed with a swing out service door as described above. They are
furnished with bren7e or iron body construction, internal •eater ways
epoxy coated (FDA approved), stainless iteet ana brass internal parts
and flange bolts, and durable, tight seating rubber check valve aswmblles
Is furnished 1.0molete with test cocks and available with and without gate
valves No 900 Ser es is suitable for supply pressure up to 175 psi and for
water temnerature up to 110°F.
	









4" Bronze	 514 Ills.
	
e"	 (11111	 1,11nIlia,
No. TK-9 Beckfluw Preventor Test Kit
This Wctts No. TK-9 Backflow Preventer Test Kit is a compact portable
testing device espdciatly made for testing all Reduced Pressure Principle
Backllew Prevention Devices. The TK 9 is easily connected to any RPZ
device enabling accurate testing of "tone" dlffieren!ial pressure, relief
valve opening differential, fouled check valves or s,mdar problems .list
visual inspections cannot locate. The unit IS encased In a rugged carrying
case for eery handling and accessibility
SPECIFICATIONS
• MaxlnlUm wurkutg pn sSu1• •
 - 300 psi	 • lq' +w )sine) ^U,yl
• Maelrnum wnrkine Ie,npn111hnn 	 J I Il f
• lisuge	 II 10 pltd wrlh '/ 	 trlluet.y_ 11111 Mehl
•	 Ilusrl	 ( II V w11b ''.' Iru1 -Ill 1114 .1111'.1 1 #16.1111.1.
• Adspwrs	 1,11	 tl11datlml adnlllr#. 1 11 ' 	 hnamgll ('11 '1 6111h#..y'•
•	 M , IIU1111 . 11'11st.11l 111 1 111 1111 ., 11 11...11.
•	 I ,111 • 	.6..1 11 11 , t , 1L , n1 n111111rd	 will lot- 1 d .111 rd 1.1, • u/ ..1 UL1




Designed In vQual or alit and the rellurremenis of A S S E Sldndortl
AWWA Slandard C 5011 and U S C Foundation for Ctuss Court,
Control Stdndard for red11ce1i pressure principle backflow prove
• St.n111eti, .teal mlet#1 d path
• Stetuldwil 111111140, 11 with 0 S R V g Itr valve.
• Swntq nl ' t arce11 i l  fn, %rlvlce +unphnly
•	 Pol1 • nt.•I' doullle se,t' ••11 fr'1 , .11„1.!, valvt' I#1r .rldrd safety
•	 1111-llnf 1 , to fur Ina4lmu • 1, bdrk preUUtl! and hatk • s#pllon,q..
venllnti	 '
• Funus11l.l vvllh 1141. d comili!1:Unln
• Roll v,dv l ren'.Itut.u.ut le,t r#1eks
• Ill .11161• .1 . 1.' f11 •.I 1 1 1 , . It i.11 m. -.n..e
I a1„pl• I.10-11.6.dabl	 n/ 1,1.11 11,.11t v.11vt ..	 • 1•.bl z m,,dul..
UIMF NSIONS
4511/10„
19 1/a"	 ^! ^--17 V2„
611:
t NOTE: Sires TV' and 3" available mid - 1975.




	 x.t•	 Y.1	 Up	 4112.1	 •.,	 1,.,	 r..	 NI	 1/.
87
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100XL Wfitts 3/4" T & P
relief valve
5 YEAR 10 YEAR
MODELS MODELS CAPACITY
C5-30-IRS7 CIO 30-IRS7 30 Gal
C5-30 2RS7 C10. 30-2RS7 30 Gal
C5 .41 . 1RS7 C10-42 . 1RS7 42 Gal
C5-42-2RS7 C1042-2RS7 42 Gal
C5-52-IRS7 C10-52-IRS7 52 Gal
C5-52-2RS7 CIO 52-2RS7 52 Gal.
C5 . 66-2RS7 CIO-66-2RS7 66 Gal.
C5 . 82-2RS7 C10-82-2RS7 82 Gal
C5-100 2RS7 CIO
	
00	 RS1 100 Gal





• UI_ LISTED All models com-
ply with safety specifications
outlined in Underwriters'
Laboratories, Inc. Standards
for Safety, UL i 74.
• SUPER STRENGTH TANKS
provide long life and that
important margin of safety.
CRANE SUPPLY
COMPANY CRANij




The attractively styled glass-
lined SILVER MONITOR ELEC-
TRIC will deliver an abundant
supply of clean, piping hot
water throughout years of eco-
nomical trouble-free service.
Its quiet operation and no
vent design make it perfect for
locating in kitchens, rumpus
rooms, finished rooms and the
like. Check these advantages.
ECONOMY IN OPERATION!
• Immersed HEATING ELE-
MENTS transfer heat direct-
ly into water for maximum
efficiency.
• FIBERGLASS INSULATION
forms a positive heat barrier
saves fuel'
• COMPACT DESIGN takes




• The finest in GLASS LINING
for superior tank life and
water cleanliness.
• Magnesium ANODE ROD
protects tank interior against
corrosion.
• Snap-on THERMOSTAT au-
tomatically controls water




In keeping with our pol-
icy of continuous prod-
uct Improvements, we











;+ 	 KLEM MC OLA lSL1NED W4 TER HEATERS
i 
so
'	 n GLASSLINED YANKS The complete
I	 inner surface of every tank is lined
t with an extra thick coaling of vitrified
g l ass. permanently bonded under In-
tenser heat (1600'F,) to Insure clean,





N SPECIAL ECO (Energy Cul-OM) FEA-
TURE A special UL listed, factory in
stalled heat sensil , vw device cuts oll
ALL power to h-iter should tank wa-
ter temperature	 ach 210 F
n ANODE ROD E,Itrudea magnesium
rod suspended In the lank protects yore
heater against corrosion
n HIGHLY EFFICIENT THREADED EL-
EMENTS immers.<n ty,e heating ele-
ment.l put all heat directly into water
for greater efficiency. Pressure -^raled
to prevent leaking,
n WELDED STEE L COUPLINGS No in-
ternal threads to cause nipp l e leaks.
ANAI
n T. S P VALVE OPENING Separate
44" NPT opening providwd for Instal•
latlnn of Temperature-Pressure relief
valve Maximum Hydroslatrc Working
Pressure 250 PSI.
8 TRIPLE TESTED TANKS Each tank
Is carefully tested Ruee times during
manufacture
n FIBER-al-ASS INSULATION An extra
dens p
 Lldnkel of non settling fiberglaSS
surrounds tank and keeps heat loss to
minimum — savws fue
n SET AND FORGET THERMOSTAT
CONTROL Once the thermostat i s prop-
erly set you gel a r onsla;il supply of
hot water at your desired temperature
IS UL LISTED All models comply w'h
Safety Specifications outlined in Under-






S Year	 10 Teat ^Sacst"
teat	 Lmt wattap	 G P H I Dlmenwons
War.antj	 Warranty Mnimum	 !lased On la IaKMf Skip
Model	 Model ]rye 240V AC	 240Y GO —	 — WL
Ne . • 	Ns, Element 204V AC	 Mal. Gals. NgL	 Diew. Lbs._
CS-30 . 1851	 CI O 30 1 RS1 Single 6.000	 246 30 31 1/I 	 20





IRS?	 C IU 42 1RS] Sln^le 6 DDG	 6_24 1? 20_4)=h 115
CS 42 2 85 1 	 60 41 2RS7 Oo,bir 110110'	 49 1 42 47%	 20_ 170
150CS SI IRS1	 C16 52 1RS7 Single 6.000	 74 6 SI 501/t	 22
1S t) _CS S2 2RS7	 CIO 51 2RS7 Double 11.0 00'	 491 52 501/2	 2
CS 66 2RS7	 CIO 66185/ Double 11000'	 191 66 S2 14_	 _II 1d0
CS !2 2RS7	 C10_82 2RS7 Double_ 11,000'	 49.2 !I $41/2 —24--21S
_CS 100 2RS7	 C16 100 2RS1












10 Year mol tls Include additional Anodic Ptolechon
colt tows of l,or,tos wenoMr moo M louod ,o this tstolotl
Maatntuat I LIMIM aAoon here are available when apeCAed.
"(Dotaeie elenleet evettagee are ban" on strrn,lteneous operaflon Will label be epeclffet—
etlMreaiale Ieaaie isommmims Moo wiredl io uVoo'blw	 err	 uwii.^
All wllaSars WON conform to local cedes and utllltV repukemana ShdNd me2clrnum per-
mleelbN aaeiaoea 111% your area be else Iran above. recovery can be detarwolaad at the rate







^.' WATER INLETS • OUTLETS
CRAN E	 CRANE SiJPKY COMPANY 300 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK. N. Y. 10022
e	 61 9
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C*IRPORATION
^ filar Fnergy Systems
SOW W %N" roe	 t NWU MMe tretttla NNW
fttan kw solar systems M t 4wwwwM tM A ow 11
nda air and liquid !Dicer syftms at Calorado Staaa
Univerllty stns!: ".
	
be slr op" lapse" M
"e o Itf"W U11q fAs by M M"tl^w
aft" ! p~ rtaale boll " "T1Na to a wissivrwtw
of strattbd %al a+orapa in the pWA bet: ', r IN or
eNow and MMy uniform ramperawrii In ft wzm 1
atvrapa ttinir W </N hqura s^tam	 TlM! h Oaa111fM
terms of ttK solar "sir, Wto moves gr/!on ago •	 ',
lour or this t it d r
Tit* SOLAMM AM CMIK M dlaw in Ilaf
e 10 YMr portwMerics wrrwtgr
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The Solar Air Heating System
The Solaron solar heating sys t em is marketed
lhrolighout the U S by Kcal distributors and dealers
who are well established on the HVAC 1ndu „ try The
Solaron distributors maintain a complete stock of
Solaron equlpmen! The distributors. who also handle
major brands of heating and air conditioning
equipment work with dealers who are HVAC installing
contractors The Solaron dealers are established and
reliable contractors who are familiar with installing
hParrnn Pnumment and a;soctated ductwork Both the
dis!nbutors and dealers are thoroughly trained by
Solaron In al l aspects of solar heating design,
equipment application and Installation Solar on
engineers and held servicemen . upport the dist•ibutnr,.
and dealers as requl.ed and n • ovlde on sole assistance
The Solaron collector, air handle. and controller
and necessary ductwork Is installed by the HVAC
COfrlrACtOi The Qellef al contractor usually g uilds the
heat storage container The system Is then tested
through all of the operating modes and thoroughly
cnecNeo for proper uperdi-un
OP OVfRAI : PROD;XT IN PLACE
SYSTEM OPERATION
F	 r+U11DU'ac^ I	 r11AT(OVU^
it
,r	 roe esl.c	 Saar
wew f'
1^
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	 AT STO".( IIN1 1 theme
I	 er/MfeYM Wavdn.0.0 trryprl
I.nOw«ure In Neat The b d*N
HEATING FROM COLLECTOR Air, the Clrculahng heal HEATING FROM STORAGE At night or on cloudy days
transtM meClum P drawn through tie CONfclor Where it Is when solar energy is unava14ble and when heal H needed
normally heats: to about 12U 15" 	 When the space re if the space	 the automat.( control system directs the
quires heat	 the solar healed an is drawn through the air budding return alt Into Me bottom of The heat storage unit
hand l lny	 unit In which	 motonied Dampers 	 are au
:oniahcalry opened to dried the not an to Me space 	 The
up Through the pebbles where the v Is healed Through
the an handling unit and into the space
	
When the solar
air Men rerums to The Lolledor where it Is again healed and he.ted air does not maintain the space thermostat setting





y / Inrrnesl.	 I	 I
YWIw fat





	 L A.. Irardin	 I ' L J
—	 I
HIAT';IOl1AG( UNIT tMMMaesl.her
ar mesca l' .
	 H01 on lap	 C:I
IM . tlfall.ni	 IN! .e/iw: irhmuT L:.IeIIW
•..r Kr, I 1 .,"r a INI 1 I lemirl Auer n kiw
STOR I NG NEAT When the :pace temperature s ilistiva SUMMER WATER HEATING in the summer	 when a^'v
Me auturialic ( I)ntroi system diverts the ad -nto the he. heating I. nol 'egwred	 ail is drawn Through rot coll.Jor
storage unit where the heal .• ahsortied by the pebble bed where It Is healed a.Id then through the water host
The wl returns to the L011edw where d Is healed and nits e.fhanget cdii	 The solar heated air liansters its heat to the
Cycle is repealed water whidi is being circulated through the coo and the air






^/.	 SOLARON DOMESTIC WATER HEATING SYSTEM
l
r ©
	 O	 The SolafUlr DiimeSlK Wate r Heater Systertn involves a very simple
©	 operating cycle SuUr energy Is collected by the scull, taceig collector 1
yew	 Air •; circulaled by the heat eecnange unit 2 where the solar energy is
'^ \ Iransteffed lea the NUer being Circulated by the domestic water clrcuUting
pump f $oqr treated water Is continuously cecuUted emu the storage
tan, 3 as lung As nit 'ioiaimn (:onlro! unit dldlcales that wiat energy IS
J	 ©	 1^	 ^^	 available itthe colkctof p 1 N:9 utlld tan	 eras trmpture in the storage
1	 so It hear w>M„nit law 09 1 .	 lanis 3 reaches 160 degrees I When hot water is required water is drawn
aenl.ws so LOW” 0 Pram q
	 from the conventional domestic hch watet heater 4 arts preheated wa




















Note Mr flows mru the channels














DETAILS (patents applied toil
The Solaron solar collector Is an advanced
type of an air heating flat plate collector Our
exclusive Internal mandolding allows tt.x Solaron
collector to be completely modular Factory
preassembled collector panels are plugged into each 	 i
other with a minimum of Installation time Air inlets
and outlets are field cut into each collector array as	 l
required The Soiaron solar collector is designed for
mstallat'on on any structura l ly sound surface, such 	 i
as a roof, wall or specially made supports
The Solaron solar collector has the following
general construction characteristics
Absorber 28 gauge steel with porcelain enamel
coating
Glazing- Two ' e sealed special low iron tempered
glass panels with a long life EDOM perimeter
gasket Glass plate can be a?lily removed for
service or replacement
Pan. 20 gauge steel, fully ir•^.ulated with 3y'4"
fiberglass bast Paint.' external surfaces.
Connection Ports: Unique flange configuration
permits tight air seal automatically as
modules are installed	 l
Cap Strip: Painted steel designed to provide weather
seal between panels
Design Static Pressure
117 Ihru the rock




mOmeal C Water	 HM elr from
Hof 	 Intel PrMral Cod	 Damper	 collectorsC7
locatedMD I
in end of and




OP—OVERALL PRODUCT, IN PLACE 13.25/So
` nMM Air 00'.
c0aec1oil





' • ,Crsi ►"i ,.%(
A drawing of a typiczl Installation is shown to the left The collectors can be
grouped as shown or In any of the configurations shown on page 2, Typical
Collector Arrays Due to the Solaron Internal manlfolding technique (I a air flow
from one panel to another internally) the external duct connections are minimized
as shown above !i a one Inlet and one outlet for 8 panels, 156 ft a ) This
technique reduces field labor and leads to an economical Installation
CONTACT SOLARON TO OBTAIN SYSTEM SCHEMATICS SHOWING HOW TO
COMBINE SOLAR HEATING WITH
Top Plenum	 a Heating & air conditioning	 • Make-up air heating
as Heat pumps
	 • Process air htg-drying
as V A V systems
	
• Swim pool water htg
Bottom Plenum	 as Multiple zones
	 • Industrial & agricultural
is Process water heating	 heating
HM Air
	 To Rock Box
Dpenmg	 ^
Openingrock bed IHor lontaiCOId Air	
yelhcal airflow mru m!
TMs unit is designed for
bow is td recommended I
	




A H unit Shelf has
i 5 pre-cut openings
Pebbles	 with Z access panels
.."ed I D • DI	 Smply Au toWre Screen -
	 Bond Beam Block	 Slandby unitRigid Insulation
^'EP(it r.r r c F	 I. -	 [
The use of pebbles in the heat storage unit Is
particularly effective with an air circulating solar
heaving system The pebble bed maintains a steep 	 {
temperature stratification (I a hot on top and cold on
the bottom) This allows air to be provided at the
hl h-0
 av ia table ten -rat- , ,- to the heated s ace4 es	 p	 p
from the top of the pebble bed It also allows air to
return from the bottom of the bed to the collector at 	 I	 q::i It	 '_ i NG UNIT
essentially room temperature This ensures
maximum efficiency of solar heat collection and 	 Solaron provides a standard factory
delivery
	
I	 preassembled air handling unit, including a blower.
7- .^-R1	 '^ r• +p .	 and motor driven dampers A separate damper pair
Is furnished for mounting in the duct system, p e
V__ 
r	 M . m w Rod ga F1+ Cdaapgr.. , .
e^ ,	 backd(aft dampers)
D Bacomo J c Hedsuom e T Ropes	 {	 A typical installation for the air handling unit.
^T	 Design Cnnsiderar,ons of Air Cooled
Conecrors Rock Am storage solar Heating	 near the auxiliary heater and heat storage. is shown
Systems presented at 1975ISES 	 I	 in the General System Description (upper left). The
air handler can be mounted either vertically, or
horizontally, and with proper onentation and
clearance to receive all connecting ducts without
N	 ,	 I	 interference1




Q reaterthin	 I	 {	 I	 C r IJTNUI l ► ^t!T
. FT I FF are	 l	 i
of 
°`iC"°'	 i	 The automatic temperature control unit isvalue
	I	 {	 11	 included as part of the Solaron system The
' i	 I	 o
	 controller handles all of the operational modes which
are shown in the schematics on page 2 The
'	 ) controller operates the solar side of the system and
	
(	 t^	 a 1 ^ ,_q	 ties Into a ?-stage thermostat to provide solar and or
auxiliary heat to the space as required The standard
controller can be modified (with Solaron hardware)
The heat storage unit must be built and
	
I to combine with heal pumps or other types of
installed by the local contractor to Solaron standard
	
auxiliary heating systems Solaron can provide
drawings and specifications Contact Solaron for a
	
technical assistance to design special controllers for
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OP--OVFRAI L PRODUCT. IN PLACE
SOLAR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Comparison of various types of solar heating systems canon IV be done property if the enUresolarsystem is evaluated
over an entire healing season Colle-lor rlfiCiency is an Instantaneous point In time rneaSldenienl and is not a vilid
parameter #( evaluate the sola r system performance The 6.21 situation lot a solar system Is to keep the fluid Inlel
Te rn Der atu reto the col lector aslo* as possible and have a high usuable lenspeialure lot space heating Therefore,the
Ideal solar system has heat stratified in the storage unit An air solar system using rocks as tl • e lhetm3l storage
provides this stiatdicatlon Therefore the Inlet temperature to an air collector is typically 70 F where the liquid
collector in et temperature is 1 301





Two correctors of similar construction can be compared using the performance equation When the average collector
Inlet tem perature IT,) is used the liquid systems produce almost the same heal output as the air system




LIOUID 0.'	 0 901(300) (0 75) - (0 8) (130 - 40")1	 138 BTU
Ac	 F11 Day
However this is still an instantaneous point In time measurement which does r• t take Into aCCOUnt the lad mat
the air system will Ty pical., ^ollect for longei periods of time and therefore delve( more total heat output When
these systems are evaluated ove r an entire season, the results are as reported by the C S U report #('O0
2868 1 Because of the stratification. the temperature of the air returning to the collector front the bottom
fit storage is always near room Mmperature Thus the air collector can deliver uselul heat from early morning to
late 3fler!loon the liquid system starts up later in the morning and shuts off earlier in the afternoon
Therefore when syste,m pehorniance. 15 evaluated over 3n entire season it shows Thal AIR Solar syVems actually
Produce more usa0(e energy thart liquid systems The C S U tests report that the air system delivered
conside r ably more heat output than the same sued liquid system right next to it
0 - -
 .. ' - I, rVoel: R N 4 S M [ Tl a rlsalhorW 91 19,3 . 3Pit f ly 41 nt ru .plAte SOra r Nr .lf r'NMi'U•s
PRELIMINARY SIZING CRITERIA
1 'olar Collector Area The co l lector a r ea can be de
(ermined by using the Solaron Conversion Factors
snoAn to the - qnt The design heat loss s rn
vlded by the S C F to gel ft 2 of collector
Recommendations—Annual fuel Savings for
space h eating should equal 30°a to 70 0 o Annual
f ue l savings for applications with a more uniform
load throughout the year can be higher than 70%
Air Flow Rate 1 SCFM to 3 SCFM per II I of solar
collector area Contact Solaron for special applica
Items such as makeup air outside air
healinq for drying or Industrial or agricultural pro
cliss heating
3 Heat Storage Sue ' 2 to 1 4 It 1 rock pet Il l of solat
Collll area Rock site 3 a to 1 1 2 diameter
SELECTION EXAMPLE
Given That A cnmm-rcial building with a design heal
loss 136 800 BTU HR the location is Denver Col












12 SCFM per W1 • (Collector Areal
4001 1600 SCF M
3 Heal Sfo • age Unit	 I'2 b y rock per ft')	 (001
iector Areal	 ( 1 7) • 18001	 40O W rock
CORRECTIONS FOR
NON/OPTIMUM CONDITIONS
Example Project at aR N Latitude 500 111 2 Collector
Area
1 If Orientation Is 20 to the West Tne relative col
lector area required to provide the same annual
fuel savings a, a system at due South Is approx.
malely 1 04 times the calcu;ated collector area
11 041	 (5001	 5'0 d'
2 The opinnunT collector fill would be. •15 to M
fie L - Stol	 15,
If the cnlletyrns wrrr .d a tilt of 15 u e 1 5) the





II tvtm conditions ext5t lie 20
West 8 35 hill the correction would he 11 04)
0 03) 15001	 5.15 6 ft:
I.
r-
to;p r• COLLECTOR TI LT









l"K1 of rollacfor ononwm on tota l
 syl
>Iv tem performance or a tvrvul inztatiahnn Al
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DENVER, CO 80222
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Air Type Solar Collector
COFZF'OKATION	 PATENTS PENDING
1064





The collector in	 ,ih^ft




The collectors • 4",
assembled to minimize fglo, ^al4o►t a
and assure urriform'qual4 86d pW**m&,'
The exclusive post erttf malllbid tnl
allows the collectors to be sitgpty
gather and bolted in Place. No (*W
are required between aolltolaWm.
The Solaron series 2000 tbflacW is
versa[ in application- Subttgrttl41 end
savings can be realised inlilit+yroiuf.
dustrial and resldential 	 ^s Wch
• MAKEUP AND FOt 	 1
aHYDRONIC SPACE MEAI^Q . ._
e DOMESTIC HOT WATER ^rz
• PROCESS HOT WATER Il(PIb1„#br>I**
• PROCESS HOT AIR DRYING 11'i' IC
TIONS
The Solaron System can be tr1lrjMd where I
plicatlon temperatures can ." sat{sf'i
directly by the collectors as wdll $6 Whil
the collectors are used to prOeof at,
water for high temperature appiical ono.
The Solaron series 2000 colledler olarillffl
to the interim performance atantleRds
lished by the Energy Research %rid.De
m^nt Administration for solar collreattu
These standards include.
*RESISTANCE TO HAIL, WIND
ING AND WIND LOAD.
*FREEDOM FROM FREEZING,
SION. AND OUTGASSING.
*RESISTANCE TO THERMAL AND SMAN
DEGRADATION. i






.11 111 rOn	 2000.^•gtpa CON1aCW can two
4^+^+ It	 ti" through the uis of a birafa , sIIt	 heat exohanger. sk"
slow .
	
lrw*W medium. costly R
30• ,	 *NW w a




rYra: iMa$I aM'tiQi 3! tt	 - at panels
^jpr	 _OWwee insulation, manifot&% ,
_	 c3litrr	 td atsaembly.
fa Inatelletion soattl*t inclui t all hold Gown
and cap strip- -ionMaary for n complete -
Instaftatlon, AMrneor ltaahing, typically fi*W
inured Is pro , idad by the builder
2000 Collector module, dMrgned tot high of.
d a+sa of itu»liation, w canstructed of ft
iasariNs•	 . ,- ...
- {pups Stee l, fully insutalad w*h 3"
	ssbau. Paints!! eaternal surfaces 	 .0
►l!1`3i1 . fwo i^ hermetteaity e"1W
i+aA Zetitl{1and gta" panels wlth long "to
e far Muter gaskels Plalss ear be aasihr
v" t" service Cr weiscoment.
rA - 29 gaugo aleel with baked on high atsor -
Ifancy oarnroc enamel coating.
CAP STR P - Painted steal. D"gn" to assure weather
saai between moduras.
CONNECTION PORTS - Unique flange configuration
permits tight air teal automatically its modules ant
installed
ltRFORMANCIE
I;FFJGiENCY - coliww SkIciency Is as high as 6+.5%
tu	
k
nclton of outlet minus arnblont tempests;; ov
	
solar insolation. Where Tout — Tamb ao,.sra I 	 a
' and insolation equals 300 BTUs :wr hour par
e"ere foot, a lypicel operating envhoametu, t
Minton Relies 2000 collector Wbolenoy a
thtt of flat pla c e liquid tgpe colWGtar.
	^ 	 iREFLECTANCE - the total mflectsir" of the a
surface averages only about 6%
00VIA TRMISMITTANCF. -the transrninar►pe of
twu ate, low Iron tempered 91see cover N 60
	
r	 cent from a 0 to 48 degree angle of solar Iricider►et.
NEAT DELIVERY-the excellent heat delivery C
acterisdcs of the Solaron series 2000 collector are-
wn on Figure 3. --	 -
DOUBLE GLAZED PANEL
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I ATION —" EXTERI O R MOU N T ING
SYSTEM
2001	 COLLECTOR PANELS
2002	 MAY ALSO BE GROUPEDIN HORIZONTAL
2001	 CONFIGURATION
The Solaron eer*s 2000 collector is flexible In application. The modules can be installed on a root
sewon, waA section or free standing root frame.
The collectors are Installed as shown In the mounting system details above. Return and supply air	 M
1 Is provided by simp;y Installing a standard starting collar on the bottom of the collector anywhere
within the 29" x 36" manifold area, thus cellars can easily be located to clear roof trusses or gall
Muds. Pwimeler flashing is field measured and Installed to complete the system.
N .	 OVw prod"ot inbrmatlon:
CMUCTOA WEIGHT- 1N pewnds	 ' ''	 •
INGTALLED DMAENSI043 - 36" x ?*" Center to center	 t	 i
PORT  NET FREE AREA - 26.7 square Inches each
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HORIZONTAL	 L - /s' L-0'	 L+{' L+/6' L+is'	 VERTICAL
0'	 10'	 20"	 30'	 10'	 60'	 {0'	 70"	 {0'	 MY
COL LECTON TILT
!-Efloct of collOrtol tdt On total system pArtmmAncs for A t yD tu: Instat{tw Al J-6• M wtnuOA Q D AfVW np .1 C.
"alarrom, B r 040005 "Ow n COna knaaflons of An Coo" CONW-for ROCA 9m SIOrA0o Sole rrvslmsSystome, - pr*WFMW o( '0.'0 I SFS LW A,Voms MoWwV. Avg 197S 
























AIR TO THE COLLECTOR
E
The Solaron series 2000 solar collector can be installed in either a horizontal or vertical position.
Installation can be efficie7tly accomplished by a two-man crew No special tools or installation tech-
nrquos are required.
The optimal air flow rate through the collector is 2 SCFM/ft?. The design static pressure is 0.'13"
when the collectors are ducted as shown above
On a special order basis, Solaron can provide collectors with precut manifold openings and
manifold ports omitted where specified to further reduce field installation time
Solaron Corporation provides mechanical engineering and field services to assist the local engineer
and HVAC contractor in design and installation.
For additional information on the Solaron collector and related Air Handling and Automatic Control
systems, contact Solaron Corporation Marketing Services.
Phone 303 / 289-5971
SOLARON CORPORATION / 4850 OLIVE STREET / COMMERCE CITY, COLORADO 80022









SPEC IFICAT !ON S:
SIZE-MAX 0MIENSIONS ARE
36 x 24.IF LARGER SIZE
IS REQ ' D. IT IS TO DE A
MULTIPLE DAMPER
INS'ALLATION.
3LACE_-CCATED FABRIC MATER' AL
4 • W ID£.
FRAME-EXTRUCFD ALUMINUM(7C 3E
SEALED GIRT IGH; IN DUCT)
f Q
HORIZONTAL
NOTE: Approx. press. Crop a' design	 NV'E: Hortz damper must
, low rate is 0.10'w.g.	 be nS'all:d wi'h
air f'cw uP
SE-EC IGN EXAMPLE :
D:MENSICNS- MCDEL I NIAX FACECFM INCHES I	 N2, IVEL OCITY
RANGE BIV-E GRIN—RTIT ;FPm




600550 000 20 1 2 1OV20
-'00/13'30 2,9 12 V 28 DH 48 C 0
1350/
'soc j	 26 ' 6 ov 2s DH 4c 6 C
SIVEN: 500 FT? CCLLECTOR
AREA
?D-i IS IN HCFIZ. R/A
DLCT
30-2 'S I N VERT. DUCT
GC:NG L'P TO CCLLECTCR
SELECTICN:
WITH A F LOW RATE OF 2CFM
R IER FT? -C7AL = 'OCO - FM
SE' =C' D V 2 S --D'H48
SOLARON SACK-DRAFT DAMPER
SOLARCN CCRPORATION
spec-f cat ons subject 'o
	 2C3/7S13-0101
mange «ithout notice
	 720 S.COLORADO BLVD.
DENVER, COLORADO
80222 3-77
























FAO 330 A 331
( EXTERIOR)
HOLD-DOWN (PLATE)




FAO 440 A 441
END CAP
FAO WO A Sal
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TEE 1 CROSS a ELBOWSEAL ANT
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PROJECT: FIRE STATIO14 No. 24
LOCATION: KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
ARCHITECT: MIDG1 .EY, SHAUGICIES`;Y, FI C111 Ac '
11GINr.ML: AEC INC.
SUB. CONTRs TRUOG & NICHOL.S, INC.
EQUIPMENT SCIIEDULE	
k^'I4`1
ROOF EL{HAUSTERS (EF-1 A 2)
FENN L Dyna ans, low contour type, aluminum houoing, with 115/601 motors,
adjustable V-belt drive and disconnect switch.
1 - EF-1: LC. 16A, 1/4 H.P., single :;peed, with 115 volt motor operated back-draft
damper; 1050 cfm 0 .375" S.;'., 870 RPM.
1 - EF-2: LC-16A, 113 H.P., two speed, with gravity bac draft dr.mocr nd hinged
sub-base; 900 cfm © .5" S. P. , 950 RP''. - ^'ht^►,^ ('//
..ALL EXHAUSTi,?3S (EF-3 & 4)
P:Si:.rtL S Model P'1Ii -18 direct drive with 1/2 H. P. , 115/60/1 r,.otor, aluminum
fan blade, wire inlet guard, and 20 x 20 RUSKIN BD2A2 back-draft dpmpe'r
(front flange frame); Capacity: 3825 CFm ( 1 .375" S. P.
CONTROLS
EF-1,3 & 4) C-I1 9101H92 flush manual str.rters with overload protection,
pilot light and stainless steel flush plate.
1 - (EF-2) C-H 9106H14, flush 2 speed starter, with overload protection on both
speeds, pilot light end stainless steel flush plate.
CURBS G EQUIPI4ZNT SUPPORTS
PAT% PG-5A, with 2 11 raised cant, '23.5" square C.D., (EF-1 & 2)^
6 - PATE ES-5A, with 2 " raised cant, 42" long. 4--i► 	 r
LOUVERS & DA14FE:ZS - RUSKIN MFG. CO .
x 24 L-5, ga v. with 1,2" mesh , 16 ga. gnly . birdscreen on rear, channel frame.
BACK-DRIFT DAMPER
1ZS non-metallic,,
1 - 15 x 14.
steel channel frame.
2 - 24 x 18. b^^'®^9?011^^ z	 ,,
I4ANUAL DAMPERS to N at ;	 o	 H W0 0 W
- 10 r. 10 I 35-OBC, with extended shaft for	
"`'A g	
-
c z}`0^ x Z m F- z W
FIRE DAI•:PEPS - Horinontal
e^NS^
° H W > ^_ 0 ° vi
LJIBD	 - A frame, UL,	 2120 fusible link..•
cc	 o	 1
^'
M m W w _Q
2-26x16. 2-26x20.	 1-17x16.	 1-1
^ 4 W ^z,z-°^` Y	 W 0 5 }
AIR DISTRIBUTION E UIPMNT - TITUS PRODUCTS ,^ 	 g ^ ^ ;^ 0 (7) o z a
z	 au	 , white finish, with	 G-9	 &mper. I m 7_ X0 O c LZ
2- 6 x 6, is. 4- 9 x 9,3A.
	 1- 9 x 9, 2G. W} z o o1 - 9 x 9, 4A. 2 - 12 x 12,25. 3 - 12 x 12, 4A. oz^^ o	 o U_ ^c




SR:	 272-RS-5, N25 white finish. ^...^?
0 
^
2 - 18 x 12. 4 - 22 x 8.	 1 - 26 x 12. z z
^. o	 W UJ.: 	 ;M ^ , o
1^ ^
W F-	 W d
c	 a°
()IJIGINAL PAGE IS z P- Cr	 ° 
()F p(x)it (QUALITY
104
a R;;:	 25-U,, r125 White finish.
1-10x 10. 1-12x1::. 1-16x.1!.. 1 -18x12.
l	 1- 21	 x: 0. 1- 26 x :?6.	 1— I's x	 !, .
ER:	 2 5- RL-5 f #05 ohite finish.
2- 8 x 6. 1- 12 x 10.	 1- V x 12.
AI.-t	 L-FL-5, #25 white finish.
3 - 8 x 6.
OG:	 4-FL, 	 x12 5 wfli t!'	 fin inh.
3 - 10 x 10.
'	 g(TitACT0:1S: AC-45
Operator: 2-fx6.	 <-F..R.	 1-ll x6.	 1-lItx6.	 2-11!x7.
oivrntor: 2 - 22 x r.
•
:'ubmi t,tccf vy; Trir-nrlc S nlcv, Inc.
.',0. BO! 159





SHOP  DRAWING REVIEW
Midlisy shaif hnessy Flckel and Scott Architect" Inc-
M i ssout i 64105	 _
20 YJest 9th ;,t e,t Krsas C i ty. __ •^
tfn snca with contact
s	
do^^nK^h.
f:r C+nt I c P`	 cf d , ins ens, d"s.1A.NoriW+	 1.	 n-ss	 n th.^uSo# rasD^ns D Y	 /	 li r. .bt.un and 411111-OQuant.t.a s, d
rama,n w.:.. ...
Ej No L	 i
0 1
^a'.c ;,_ 
Amend and `cs. bmit
Rejected - See Remarks	 _—
pate-----
105








'ONOU I T HnL[
• MINIMUM CUR I.S EIG»T
O F 1 2 ON T' ESE UNITS	 II' Field Built Curb DetaiI"
31 CEN T RIFUGAL FAN WHEEL
4O VIBRATION ELIMINATORS
`J BALL BEARING PILLOW BLOCKS





FAN RPM HP cmARACTER STIC	 Tag





	 . 5 1,	 950	 1/3	 115/60/1	 EF-2
EF-1 with 115 volt motor oper.•ted bECk—draft dnniper. EF-2 with ►,rnvity backdr •,ft d.m ►xr
and hinged uub—b se.
Both units with adjustable V—belt drive and disconnect switch.
DAMPERS 01WEVAL PAGE IS
-	
^ OF P(k ►R
?AR TERIAL	 r,lulrinum houstnp.
Di mens i onal Table	 ALL O IA+CNS/ONS IN iNCNfs
UNIT NO 12A	 14A	 16A_ _20A 24A	 30_^ OA 48_A' _544 ' 72A'
L	 30 R 34 30 R 34 37 K 45 	37 K 45	 43 It 55 48 K 64 54 K 76 75 R 84 80 n 114 98 A 120
H	 16	 16	 18	 19 1/2	 1 19 '/2	 : 3	 26	 33	 36	 36
T E	 20'/2
	
2 1 '/2 _	 25	 28'/2	 1 33'/2	 391/1	 44'/Z	 58 1/2	 631/2	 79
Ro	 1	 12	 13	 16'/2	 20	 ,	 25	 31	 36	 50	 S5	 66










Trnop, t< i;fehul:;ARCHITECT 'iic ; gT ey,Shaurhnessy,	 Fiekel to ;c CUtiTR
NO 
PENN VENTILATOR CO., Inc.





r» i S PRINT AN, LAAW-NG R[PRE;EN'S Ir[ L[SIGN AND P RO P [RT+ ^J r [NN v[NL,ATUR CJ N C .T ^S UN,AwtJL












W 1 III A.
A P C F
^; •^ A 13 '	 11 . 3	 4 6 s - J 	 4 e
S e
1
mt- 30 10 13 11.3	 4 6. 7/6
6.7/4
10. 1	 1
12. 1/2PVL-12 1	 17 20 is
rvL-16 16 20 IA 6.7/6 16. 1/2 1
rat
-12S	 12 20 13 n-7 's 12. 1/2 1
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11sto" flY MASt • ^ T %'m
-F %l1 5127s 11 6 J7	 L%,M-V%ll SIZFS It 1^t}rSi7Tf1RT5	 T•^'TI• ]II
Iv;1F1 1[^I1F3 Rlaltf01 A. A I	 P C	 P t ► G
r%ir-16 r%l l• 16 16 24 22 - Ls 10 . 1/4 16 .3 4 I	 1 2-7/16 •.
•.rvr-ls PYN. a Is 26 34-1:: 11-3,'16 18. 3/4 1 2-3/4
VVM-20 p%lT.2n
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]0 3% 26-1/6 12. 6/6 20-314 1 1	 3 ••
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r%'11.30
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011710
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1 ^ I 11ECTINCAL DIVISION
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.090" wall thickness. Mitered corners. ` SAt;KDRAFT PROTECTION:
LINKAGE:	 1/8" x 112" aluminum tie- Low leakage
bars concealed In frame. Less than 12 CFM/sq. ft. at ',z"
MAXIMUM SIZE:
Single section-40"w x 48"h
Assembly of sections






MINIMUM SIZE: 6"w x 6"h Non metalic blade to blade seal.
I	 TEMPERATURE LIMITS: APPEARANCE:
-40 1 F to +200'F Good looking—
FINISH:	 MITI `	 B• contemporary styling.







Bu2/A2(Spit velocities up to 2500 fpm)







Note: When used in fan discharge ap-
pllcations, damper should be
located at least rft fan diameter
5i.
Max. HORIZONTAL MOUNT — AIR FLOW UP
(Not available in air flow down)



















BD2	 'Unit furnitlhed approx. 'h" smaller than
given 'opening' dimensions
OPENING DIMENSION TYPE MOUNTING
OUAN. TYPE FRAME
A• B' 1, 2 or 3 VERT. HORIZ.
BD-A2 20 20 2 ti'
JOB LOCATION
CONTRACTOR
RUSK/N MA9. Co.	 P.O. Box 139 Grandview, Mo. 64030













the pacesetter in quality prefab roof products ' d im pMe comps V




curbs p o no
customer	 Trur1	 f.lchol: , Inc.
standard construction
Heavy ga. galvanized steel, unitized, full 	 project	 i'ir(' ;;tr,. ion #21,
mitered corners, all seams welded, 1'"," thick
rigid fiberglass insulation, wood nailer strip. 	 location	 K. ^^• "''-
All curbs are internally reinforced in larger	 —
size dimensions. On B style curbs overhang	 architect i	 ley,,;::huq;hnessy, Fickel ,+c Scut,
is'1'2 " unless otherwise specified. 	 engina,r "'	 Tn;=•
• tc^nd^^d
	
rpht`.9X "d 1	 ••twtn 1K` rill
r EF--1 & 2




of	 for pate office u«e only
	
file
Date no _ _ —	 shear	 -- -- _
untried—	 --	 w/o





r	 the pacesetter in quality prefab roof products Y 1 e ^te migmM
2625 south 21s: avenue • broadwew, tllino s 60153pate	 312.681-1920
equipment supports
standard construction
18 da. galvanized steel, unitized construction with
integral base plate, continuous welded corner seams,
wood nailer, counterflashing with lag screws.
Internally re-inforced to conform with pate load
bearing factors.
On B style supports, standard wood nailer has 1"
overhang unless otherwise specified.
ES-1A STYLE




p o no 
rrUO L' Fc 1C O Scustomer 
protect	 Fire St.atinn t
location	 "• C. I !O.




• STANDARD HEIGHT: 6" 	 . STANDARD HEIGHT: gl ;' "(wit) U2 R I
represented by
of--	 for pate office use onlypage	 file
pain ni, __	 Sheer
enlered	 w/1




+I,' T)110?t? rlI T At ra'V





	 NNO. L235-877	 LOUVER	 TYPES
`++I
llllll	 IIIIIII^IIIIIIlI i l 	 lllIla
STANDARD CONSTRUCTION	 ^` FEATURES
FRAME: 20 ga	 galvanized 4" EXCELLENT WEATHER PRO-
steel	 channel	 with	 12"	 in-	 • TECTION at luwest cost.
verted	 flanges	 (Illustrated APPEARANCE: Symmetrical
below as Frame Construe- design with level accurately
tion No
	 1) spaced blades blends well
SCREEN: 19 gage galvanized with all types of architecture
'mesh m removable frame
FINISH: Mill galvanized
BLADES: 20 ga. galvanized
steel






FRAME DEPTH: 2" through
L3 — J Type on 4" centers 8" (4" standard)
;approx I and 45' angle
L5 — K Type on 4" centers(a pprox.) and 45' angle 	
_
SPECIAL MATERIALS: Alum-
inum. Stainless Steel. Cop-
per. Heavier gage materials
MINIMUM SIZE- 12"w x 1?'h	 •
MAXIMUM SIZE:	 A'	 '-
Single section 96"w x 120' h	 j
pr 120"w x 96"h	 ^1
BLADES: Materialgage.spac-
 
r r7	 and angle	 r
SCREENS: Many	 variations
+v,, )able




























'—"	 Q	 Q	 L2	 i	 LS
No. 3	 No. 4	 C	 EVRO,	 C"K" BLADE
FLANGE	 DEMOUNTABLE
	 LADE	 L3(at additional cost ,	"J" BLAD
'Unit furnished
"opening'
appro x. "A" smaller
than given " i  dimens+ons
DIMENSIONS
QUAN. TYPE FRAME SCREEN
A B' C4" Std. D
-. Lr^ p :'4 1 1'.'"	 me. ),	 16	 ulv,
biro's	 r. oil r
JOB	 LOCATION
CONTRACTOR
RUSK/N Mfg. CO.	 P.O. Box 129	 Grandview, Mo. E4030
L?'	 R US KIN MFG. CO . 197 7
111
FEATURES
BLADES: Eia ept.onelly etrony &
tear resistance.
Virtually Ines	 is un
affected by mildew or
rot
C a,	 `,




most oils, chemicals 6
grease.
Temperature range--_	 - I
40°F to 1900f.
IF SUPER-SENSITIVE ACTION:
N Opens on slightest
movement of air.
^^ •. QUIET:	 No metallic noise.
^C SEALS EASILY: 	 For the bestback draft protection.
NO MECHANICAL PI VOTS
Meaivs long dependable
VERTICAL DAMPER operations.OVER 60% FREE AREA.
DAMPER HEIGHT C
ovE R 6 1, TO	 INCL. 1 2" 2'
- 13" TO& INCL. 20" 31-
21" TOAINCL 24 •• 4"
C
HORIZONTAL DAMPER



















^^^ ►qn Ipnnnl ► ^pnll(^unluunngnnl^^;nnnnnnn^pnm 	 _ .
LO
	 BACKDRAFT DAMPER





NMS - 27b	 _— —
SIANDAHD CONSTRUCTION
FRAME 16 gape Stool.
BLADES Vinyl lanunatod Ny!on an
Gel y . "U" clamp rivotod to fume
REAR GRILL. Flattened expanded Metal.
FINISH Rust inhibitor coating.
NOTE:	 1. Damper will he fabricated in 2 or
mots sections whon width or height
exceeds 24•'.
2. f11ax	 velocity 1,200 FPM
3. NMS Not Rocommanded whon
exposed to tamp. below 40' F.
Mrmmum site - 6" x 4"
NOTEI DO NOT USE FOR FAN DISCHARGE
INCHES OF WATER
SIZE	 SPECIFY MTG





RUSK/N Mfg. Co.	 P.O. Box 129	 Grandview, Mo. 184030







— ---	 -- --- ,
► iI^
	uo	





FRAME: 3 1h" x 718" 18 ga	 ga[v. steel	 STEEL CONSTRUCTION: "INTER
h,rnnel	 LOCKING	 DESIGN	 Entlrn	 unit
BLADES: 6" width 18 ga gal y steel on	 L'	 `-	 locked	 together	 without	 bolt,
approx	 6" centers.	 -	 screws, or nvets to shake [core
LINKAGE: Concealed in frame. 	 1	 BEARINGS: "Cycoloy 800," non stick
BFARINGS: Cvcoloy 800	 and non corrosive, assures long life
.tell ease of operation AXES	 "Hex.'	 LINKAGE Shake picot. Low mainteCONTROL SHAFT: 3" x 318" sq plated	 nance
steei	 e	 AXLES: Positively locked to blade	 NoMAXIMUM SIZE: 48 -% x 46"h	 H'	 screws or welds used. will not shakeMINIMUM SIZE: 0B-6"w x 11"h (2-
	 lease6	
^.
b l ades) PB—"w x 8"h 0 blade[ 	 I	 I
^'	 ^	 FPA',^F (• 1RNERS: Internally	 bracedFor si.es larger than maximum or
smalfer than min mum, use Model	 l I	 e	 I	 lo rodu,	 lacklnq





7K	 7% -^1	 ^_	 A ^	 Slamlard construction only ava lahle
NOTE:
^j	 1	 1 or proper operation all dampers must
.^	
;, I	 be installed square R free from racklnq












'Unit furnished approx. 1 4 " smaller






... -ODC a	 r
JOB	 LOCATION
CONTRACTOR
RUSK/N Mfg. CO.	 PO, Box 129	 Griindvion-, Mo. 64030
,1 RUSKIN MFG. CO 1975
113
r3
t	 iR^!hI^I ^1Il11M IPin I I IIIIII01111 111"nINIIIIII111IM1(11111
1 1
^;	 I	
.^,	 i	 1	 I
II	 i ' • n.	 II





FRAME: 4'7" galvanized steel Standard model includes 11/z
channel hour UL Fire Damper Label
GLADES: Interlocking type Approved for use in Fire Par-
galvanized steol titions	 with	 ratings	 up	 to	 2
ENCLOSURES: 18 gage steel hours
(Types B, C. CO. & CR). Meets all	 UL and	 NFPA re-
FINISH: Mill galvanized —	 -	 qunements for PRIMARY FIRE
FUSIBLE LINK: 212'F Stand- HORIZONTAL	
DAMPERS
MOUNT	 Gravity	 operated for Verticalard.	 160' F	 available at	 no Installation.	 Available with
additional cost. closure springs and latches

















-:	 ^^	 _ I	
1236
_q`r
A & d are Duct Dimensions D Is Duct Diameter	 ^I
NOTE: For overall Frame Dim. on type B, C, CR, A CO see appropriate IBD2 Spec. sheet.




QUAN. MODEL OIAM. LINK ULA-WIDE B-HIGH A B C CR CO TEMP V H
40 1r l X
2 C) Y





RUSKIN Mfg. CO. P.O. Box 129	 srDndview, Mo. 64030






I s	 SUBMITTAL SHEET
MODEL TDC CEILING DIFFUSER
'9^
1•
STANDARD FLANGE FRAME — TYPE 1 SNAP- IN FRAME —TYPE _2
CEILING OPINING 	 D •	 11,•
Ir O • L'ST[O DUCT Wt
D 1 a	 ^^^,	 ut't












	 )at 1. 
^-1
anw\ ALL[COaE I Fit MO.•
sSrf\WSRrT S	 AA 4
Sil





17. 11: :1..4 i. a
ll .:l
NVERTED T- BAR FRAME —TYPE 3 SPLINE FRAME — TYPE 4	 srL wE hhs.oat o•
SI'L^N , OI. I0:, D'Y	 1






I	 a ---	 --^
1	 {	 t1 f t	 (.	 III 1 1 :^ 1 ./
— SPL.%•
71` .I:













c	 NU	 17.1:nL,Lt 12.44	 :a.:.^"Y ,;. 17 1:.:. 12. 48	 71.;a :..w
•	 Y. .
,	 1 a,	 r i].^ 1	 i .	 19	 : t a	 i	 r. a) i) A M A.	 ^ r,	 7. T 1 T	 ' 	 ..	 1 n	 1 I - f . ^ I,	 7 I t	 1	 r.	 ,': U
P FRAME — TYPE 5 LLED DROP FRAME — TYPE 6
C[:L:hGOIG •
 D • 11.	 D.,CT
GAS[ET D• L'S T[ D DUCT Si!! swF•
fEgiho USG-D•' —









^/ r I r	 ^1 1 GAS. f r L' '	 "A^.f'
t MUVAeIE CDaE .a MO%ABLE CORE
—. O-S, i. Ir•'1 •f IN
L1J	 AA ^J	 4 1
:, • LEL	 ALLIMINtlo.' )J, It
	 ALUMINUM
•w1..Y 1	 n II.•n ] .P. : •M — art. ,M ,bfh.w w.. , - .nw w,a.1 .w f ••ol.N u . ^.•»
TITUS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
3 1',
LITHO IN U S A
WATERLOO, IOWA 50704
Submittal B 83 2
Rev. C115
FINISH:	 • f	 r
15	 IW 11 BAKED OFF WHITE ENAMEL
ISTD FOR STEELI
1	 BAKED ALUMITINt ENAMEL
(ALTFRNATESTD FORSTER)
'STD FOR ALUMINUM!
IF RAMC T'iPES 2. 7. • 40NLYI
NOTE WHEN MODULE SIZE IS MORE THAN
T LARGER THAN DUCT SIZE, THE DIFFUSER
Wit  OF MOUNTiD IN A MODULE SIZE PANEL
AS SHOWN IN ABOVE NCTUAE,
I	 I	 I	 I
Fl '^^
	 I 
.f -^	 r = ~ CORE STYLES
IIIIIII^ ^ ^ 1 T	 'I T _-^_^- ^T
(PLAN VIEWS)
q 1S	 o1A	 1B
^I ?
	
I._	 I i _^	 NOTES














 I I' I,l	 2 , I I I' I I I 	 2	
Hca t
k	 A Y m	 . must be •o in, I t	 ?
)II 	
I I	 1''LIIIIIIILIII 	
[	 npr tPe u fled on core n	 Aylet	 AE	 3C
will	
vred




111 	 I	 1IIILIIILIILIIII1 I 1 I	 1	 LL	 n In catShow	 .t 11pR
n 2A	 o 2S
	
q "w" 2Bl
II ►I .^ ^	 ^^,	 ^`1	 ^►
 1	 ^►I 1







IS IS FOUAL 10 OR	 IS IS LESS THAN All
GREATER THAN AI




^i 1 i 1	 ^' 1 1 	 ^^
03A2	 03B	 o3D
IS IS tESS	 IHAN	 A	 BUT	 III	 A 7'G R F ATER THAN A.71
1
-ITfi_^^	 I^►^ I	 I _
	
I
3	 3	 oil J^ '^3






=1	 f ^ 7_11 	1t	 1	 1 ^1	 ► '^uj	
1
I
—A	 c' `- 4G	 __l
M `w 4E	 n -w
TITUS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION	 WATERLOO, IOWA 50704
1 16	 Submittal D 83.2
Rnv H
0 (Listed Duct Si»j
TITt '	 SUBMITTAL SHEET
MODEL AG -95 Opposed Blade Damper for TDC, TXS and TXR
T
^I






Damper is shipped and installed separately
APPLICATIONS
AG-95 used with TDC	 AG-95 used with TXR
	 AG-9S used with TXS




TITUS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION	 WATERLOO, IOWA 50704












KoWc %`uffvw'` ft	 S U BM I TTAL SHEET
^.....a.	 rr^^
ERE-
( 91111) Core Styles 271 & 272
FJ Model 271-RL-5 One set of AIRFOIL LOUVERS
parallel to long dimension and individually ad-justable to any degree of deflection in the
tical plane.
El Model 271 - RS -5 One set of AIRF	 LOUVERS
parallel to short dimension a	 individually ad-justable to any degree of 	 section in the hori-
zontal plane.
,,
LOUVERS: One set of In dually adjustable
AIRFOIL louvers xtruded aluminum —
solid section.
LOUVER DEPTH' ,4". Assures positive air de-
flectio
DAMPER- p posed Blade. Opposed acting
odes are alwey: parallel to short di-
mension e n d operated by standard
screwdriver.
FINISH: Baked Alumin 	 Enamel.
GASKET: Polyurethane Foa
SIZES: Stocked in many stan	 sizes. Any
size made to order.
BORDER: Cold Rolled Steel
— —^RL-5 Two sets of	 U
VERS. Fronts	 ng d mens^or and
Ind vidually ad	 a to	 ree of clE
	
iR ;dl^^ 1 ^l
	
.,.o'n► 	 Non in	 al plane. Second se	 Iles to
sh	 mension and individually adjusta le to(` +(t ^,'	 I	 !	 !	 y degree of deflection in the horizontal plane.
t r	 IIII	 lXModel 272- RS-5 Two sets of AIRFOIL LOU-j VERS. Front set parallel to short dimension and
individually adjustable to any aegree of deflec-
tion in horizontal plane. Second set parallel to
—"---	 ----	 long dimension and individually adjustable to
any decree of deflection in vertical plane.
Ila	
p., w	 ytoo
1 / 1 1 1 / 1 1 I^y
LOUVERS: Two sets of individually adjustat'A
Airfoll louvers. Extruded aluminum —
solid section.
LOUVER DEPTH: W' Assures positive air de-
flection.
DAMPER:Oppo ► ed blade, Screwdriver operated
from face of register
ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS CORPORATION




TiTt S	 SUBMITTAL SHEET
1 Steel Return Grilles




11 MODEL 23• RL








Features one sel of fixed
blades parallel to snort
dimension.
D Model 13-RS
Same as above 0'
def lect-on
= LISTED DUCT SIZE
F nisn' Baked Aluminum Enamel.
Border - 20 Gage
Blades - 22 Gage
ntcrsunk
	 screw	 holes
for	 SMS per factory
^l^nct.ir;t
-- D+14
^4 1.14 1 43
MODEL 25-RL
I	 Features one set o1 fixed






one set of fixed
bl	 es	 ara li nl toshort
dim	 s	 n .
1	 p	 oS-RL
—	 yam	 s aNJVt lxCCpf	 0'







D = LISTED DUCT SIZE
Finish: Baked Aluminum Enamel.
Border - 20 Gage
Blades -22e,age
Countersunk screw holes
for No. B SMS prr factory
Standard.
3D^14 1 O MODEL 30-GLFeatures one set of tried q MODEL 30-GSFeatures ono sal	 ufC
— 4	 ! j
I	 II
1	 blades	 parallel	 to	 long
r	 dimension
O Model 33-GL










Same as above except 30'
tef lect,cn
&	 1,12 "I ..	 blade	 spocingp Model 34 GS
D — USTiD ]UCT SIZE Same a5 obove except Same as obcve except 45'







B	 er factory Border - 16 Gage Finish:	 Baked Alum,	 nbmel.




1S ^^	 n	 ^^
^^^
D MODEL 8-F
Features a steel perforated
plate mounted in an ex-
















;V - i, PAGE IS






Features one set of fixed
blades parallel to long
dimension and an attached
opposed blade damper.
q Model 33-GLS










TITt -Steel Return Registers SUBMITTAL SHEET
D MODEL 23-RLS
Features one set of fixed
blades parallel at long









Border -- 20 Gage




	 alai to short
slon and an attached
oppo s ed blad e damper.
O Model 13-RSS
Same as abo. a exce pt 0'
def lect on.







r	 1	 1	 ^	 i	 1	 i
_	 14
- O = tlstl0 wo sm
Finial Baked Aluminum Enamel
MODEL 25-RL5
eslures on- ve! of fixed
blades pa r • )I to long
dimension and an attached
opposed blade damper.
CJModel 15-RLS
Same as above except 0'
deflection.
Borde r - 20 Gage
Bladss - 22 Gaga
OMODEL25-RS5
Features one set of fixed
blades parallel to short
d mens,on and an attached
oppo;•ed blade damper.
O Model 1 S-RSS
Same as above exce pt 0'
deflection.
Countersunk Screw holes





blades	 lei to short
d	 on and an attached
pposed Clade damper.
Q Model 33-GSS
Same os ohove exce pt 30'
deflect on
6 1 )' blade spocing
D Model 34-GSS
ame as above except 45'
Sill	 deflect!on	 de-	 n
+	 a ti:' blade spoong	 b i 7 ' b a	 c.nQ
HE %	 TY GYM REGISTER Countersunk screw holes
Finis
	
.eked Aluminum Enamel. 	 Borders - 16 Gage	 for No 6 SMS per factory





Features a steel perforated
plate mounted in an ex-
truded alumnium trams and




	 Counter sun	 few holes
for No I SMS	 fe^tofy
Standard
TITUS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION	 WATERLOO, IOWA 50704
1.7L
	
Lr to to USA	 Submittal G355
120
I	 JAI_	 I	 7^
i
IST[D DUCT S1l 1
r—











TiTt S SUBMITTAL SHEET
Aluminum Return Registers
q MODEL 3-FL5 ^ MODEL 3-FSS
Fra!urrs nor	 .el of fixed I	 .il,ire q
	t	 o'	 'MI
blades	 parallel
	 to	 lotion hii	 araliel t0	 ^11
dimension and an attached enr.10n and an at% , 	hed
opposed b l ado d imper. opr.ose.f blame damper,
Model 56-FLS q Modr,il S6-FSS
a	 at	 r	 r.cent	 0 , Same as abo^r e.crpt 0'
0	 mn dlrllCtlCM
Finish Baked Al	 t Enamel.
Countersunk screw	 h011--s
fo r No
	 E SPAS per tartOry
Standard, -
MODEL 4-FL5 O MODEL 4-FS5
.1ture , 	one !.( , t o'	 fixed ; ( stn e •. one --Pt of fixed
blades parallel to long blades para ll el to short
dimension and an attached dimension and an attached
opposed blade damper opposed blade damper
[1Model SS-FLS (] Model SS-FSS




Finish: Baked Alumihnt Enamel.
Countersunk bcrew holes
lo , No	 P SMS pet factory
Standard.
r





1^-11 LISTED DUCT Siff
	 -- 
..1 -
q M Opfit^- F S
natures ': x !: it t ': fabri-
cated aluminum louvers.
_	 and• an attached opposed
blade damper
Finish Baked Alumitint Enamel.
Countersunk screw holes
Pro P SMS net factory
c,nri
[Model 52-FS	 -46del51 \





rI	 - FS	 I
rescues- t x t . t fabricated
J aluminum louvers and an
attar hed opposed blade
damper.
hifii^ Baked H., mil nt Enamel
Cour ..scre•w holes
for No b S r factory
Standard.
D	 EISTTD DUCT SIZE	 —+





I T t S
Aluminum Return Grilles
SUBMITTAL SHEET
U MODEL 3-FL	 q MODEL 3-FS
Features one set of fixed	 Featur	 f; set of fixed
O +	 blades parallel to long	 es parallel to shortdimension. 45' defle	 d mnnsion. 45° deflection
O Mo	 - L	 O Model 56-FS






-	 ED DULI S. ' -I Countersunk screw ho







- D = LISTED DUCT SIZE --I
MODEL 4-FL	 [j MODEL 4-FS
eatures one set of fixed	 Features one set of fixed
blades parallel to I ona	 blades parallel to short
dimension. 45' deflection	 dimension. 45° deflection
O Model 55-FL	 J Model 55-FS
Same as above exce pt 0 `
	Same as above except 0°
deflection.	 deflection.
Finish: Baked Alumitint Enamel.
Countersunk screw holes




Q +115	 Features'.2 x '.2	 x S2 fabri-
cated	 aluminum	 Inifvers.
Prolides maximum free area
----	 -J	 with min mum see-thru.
Finish: Baked Alumitint Enamel.
- -0 = LISTED DUCT S	 -4	 Countersunk	 screw	 holesor No
	 8 Sh1S per factory
ard.Model 51-F	 Model 52-F
%2 x 1,2 x t/2 Plastic	 1/2	 x	 !/2	 x	 I	 Aluminum
Louver	 Louver
DEL 10-F
f-	 Q-n	 --t-114 	 ; t.x 1 x 1	 c 
alumin um louvers.. Provides




I	 Finish: Baked A	 t Enamel.
0 = LIS	 ZE	 L	 Countersunk	 screw	 .	 s
for No	 8 SMS per facto
Standard.








Model AG '4S & AG - 225 AIR VOLUME EXTRACTOR AND CONTROLLER
OWGINAT, PAG1; IS
r , ,.	:I	 Y





AW — TURNING NAMES ON 1" CENTERS
4215 — TURNING VANES ON 2" CENTERS
Gang-operated blades arc fully adjustable from wide open
to completely closed positions to control air direction and
volume. Provides ever air distribution to diffuser face.
Factory assembled, installs with 2 screws. Three type of
operators available.. . . SEE REVERSE SIDE.












MANUAL ADJUSTING LEVER fL
n shed at no extrr ro,.t i f specif e
No. 2
Adaptor for regulator control for
operation from a knob located at
ceding
1h`
^ ► 	 .-
. • WINK 9rWV
iw^ wu _
II	
♦ `	 t	 ^1





Key operated mechanism for op-
eration through face of grille.
Full adjustment possible without
removing face of grille.
ati^^




TITUS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 	 WATERLOO, IOWA 50704








SPRINGFIELD, MISSOUHI	 BEREA, OHIO
SPECIFICATION SHEET
JOB Fire Station #24	 DATE 1/27178	 PAGE	 OF
Kansas City, MO
	 CUSTOMERS ORDER NO 17589
ARCHITECT	 ENGINEER
APPROVED BY	 APPROVED BY
CONTRACTOR Truog Nichols	 SUBMITTED BY	 Lorca Cnnk CrnriD nrn^,_
APPROVED BY Kansas City, MO	 Springfield, T-'0 ,rte.
c.
r	 . .	 I-
(O
o 'S 0
MARK	 CATALOG	 UNIT	 MTR .FAN	 c^	 V C7 oa





0 ^ r1 R. ZS
o a:) a	 4^
1	 AHU-2 21CH
	 CH	 2	 1380 3
	 60 208 4300
	 11	 X I`;	 `'
	
?1HU-3 24c 	 CV "4z 1270 ; 60 20 5000	 ^^	 x X
:. FVui" iEf^l!tiG
ly ...........
t_^^ + ^r^;! ;, l N7 Ez, +mcr:' IAHEN
i p hF nEG ONS N ED
,
,. .0" .
- RE - 1C; i —S'  RP., Al ^S
NI NE ;;E."; .V COE. NOT I ELIE /E T! E CO.
htACi F R )M ► .Eta 0;5! -1T( r	 r
RORS DR DE' !AVON'S FROM -:E ONTi ,CT Ff -








.ihe-) U.L. listing is required, odd a U after the UNIT TY P E. When C.S.A. listinq is required• add a C after Me UNIT TYPE.
NCTES:








 I113S0URI	 BEREA, OHIO
TY'PE CH - C -^I T "I' -I..9	 L ;SLO ,\,AVERSSINGLE ilDfH -51NGLE INLET


















N - L,^ __L





I.D. "0"LD. "C"I D.
-
O E





•-i	 J	 ,	 K	 K 1	 L M N
SMft






12 12 . 5'8111-118 103/4 187 18 91/16 ; lb-1'4	 :13 J,4	 iZ	 ^19 /	 16	 ! 11111•1 /2;35 18
31 -3ld
	
I	 •3.7.1 21 1 '4 —T 1 1/2t-- -.39 .11/16 21•L 2_Z31 ^2 ^3n•3 R^1• V2
45-1,'16
	 X25	 1" 1;i3
	
355/18	 ! 1 112
.:	 fSii_3. 2T—^f?,'	 1^ 1 711 1•f/2_
40 3%13	 121 114 3' :1.15135 11110 t i/2
53 1/1R_J^4 T1 ;1'73 '. 7.L7•.i 1R^	 f. 1%:
id•:^/•1	 SI	 'rite 7/16	 1 1/2
731'4	 3J-1%8't73/^ 53 . 17fR.












14 . 1 rd
11!° , l^/8
1 . 1/2 54
1 1/2 : 518
1.1 21135 /8
























25 122 1 1 2 1	 9FIT-
20 . 13/16
1 1/4 .100 157











2.3/8 56 . 1/2
47-3/16,21-15.,'16









625.42 43 381/2 37 . 3/4 66 . 1/16 3011/16 1 3/4 4-5/111
48 d9 44 45. 1 /8 7	 12 1/16 8	 S' l 6 7.03 1''4	 1 118 2 1.3/4i4y/16 491/2 483/4 2 . 7/16 1.100 1 840
R p,^AL 
P
^^ DUAL , IS
„	 Q	 r{ M	 S T
12	 ?^ _	 22 -_ 18
!a	 1 27 . 1 10	 .1u-3/4	 1 20 33/a
1	 14 G
16 6.1/2
t1	 1 241,	 43.1/2







_Y ^41 1 2	 53 3/4	 283/4
5S	 32.3/4




tit	 SB.314-- -`da 41 27.3/4 7-114
7/d	 1 76 7.'8
r)	 ^1 1/4	 ! 833 1 4
46 . 3/8 30 1/2 9.1/2





TYPE CH-•- C_ :'^y _'_''t 1' ' ^Cw: _S^..C^ '^ ERS
DATA




DRIVE	 WO CENTRIFUGAL FANS
Q	 R - --{ ^-
	




ARR. 1 SWSI Standard
	 ARR. 9 SWSI Optional
For belt drive. Wheel over-
	 For belt drve !'heel _..
hung •
 two bearings,	 hung	 Two h e l • •n94 r.:I







UNIT	 2 ---_` ;^- 1
	
21	 24	 27
D	 2U 1/c	 °	 - ^.__:^'•2
	
3'9_•1/^	 40:/9	 451/2
O	 8 3.	 1	 11	 : •7:	 15 3/d	 71 11!	 92	 13/4
E	 11	 10	 '4-3,3	 s/-r/•:	 201/d	 227/8	 25-3!4
F	 1 22	 _-T3 . 3 	 A	 a4	 43-1/4
P	 3^	 i 	 /	 I153'=	 185.'820 . 718









21 . 7/8 26 . 1/4 30 . 5/8 35 1rR
285/9 34 . 3/8 401/8 457/8
53 . 1/8 631 '3 73 3/8 R3 3/B
22 26.1/4 303/4 35 . 1/U






UNITI	 12	 1-	 -	 21
I	 :,; 112
- -'., j7O	 I	 t: 3 7 77• 	--•	 :+i
E	 I	 1 . 1/2	 14 S 1	 --^;-I/J


















22 J;C 25-3/4 295/8 343/8 40 1/8 Qi 7/d
0 1/1










40.119P	 1^ • "	 1 -_-_ ` --i i; 7. .i	 I7 J/4
rte-i;3 • ..7_ 







UNIT	 1?	 )	 '?	 1	 21	 24
D	 1 4 7 -P	 ^2 1 .. 	 3'3	 11'8	 1 3878
- -_^--: -O	 I	 10 1.0	 L?_ o	 '4	 +1 -, ra1 20-1:4
1	 27 30 36 42 411
433.4 471!•1 56 .5/8 6Fi•1/8 75 5 /8_
22 7/9 251/4 303/8 35 . 38 40.112
01,
l
E	 r	 3 . 3x4	 11 7ti• I, a	 116 ^/3
	
13 5;8
-t-^^-_+-3'A	 <2 . 7/81n	 -S.	 ten.
P	 R ::4	 h "_-N	 1'is 9	 17 1'2











193/4 91.7'8 26 . 1/4 305/9 35 1/R




UNIT S12E	 12 1?	 21	 24	 27	 1	 30	 1	 36	 1	 42	 1	 49
H RADIUS^153;a 21 . 5:	 t	 -1 3112	 171/9	 315/8	 341/2	 373/8	 441/2
	 52 1/4	 593/8
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR RI:,ww wheel shall toll all aluminum with extruded airfoil blades andSPECIFICATION DATA QUALITY	 h•minum bark plate having an ,nten • al hub. Housing assembly will
is +unporta': on cast aluminum logs as shown on the drawi ng
!It-'it tiny n,ou,amg bracket shall be an integral part of the blower to
Furnish and install Cook	 t ype CH (SWSI) cent	 ,1•, , :1 ,:^.; •r	 C: nl t We blcv,or hou;ing to be rotated into any desired position (3(jU
resign. Pan Housing shall be all aluminum of the no,-go s.ion. 6, r' • t•• rotation) by loosening four bolts located at thr support brackets
the manufacturer for the else unit specif,ad. 	 Ilas.dn3 r ,-t .	 •O l •• olser ly tine up the discharge with the e n ,st,ng out t work,
throughout with the spun aluminum venturl in l et b01 •e-t tc -'	 '"	 • r •	 Cash unit shall he l i r onsert tV AMCA	 to bear the certified ratting
fo r access t0 the wheel. SlOwar wheel shalt wd. 1,e e'J• • seal. Fan speed anJ t,orsepor,er shad be as shown on tr,e drawing
0,474"	 Loren Cook Com p .my CHl,ha tn..• l•,0 .YpaeiiTJ
	 • •..
H•rt.
shown herein hive been trio ••
 , an.t t 1 +Cs:' • • 4^	 \,	 Thr•	 f . ,	 ,I	 shn.,	 her	 ball,,.. r nVia	 appl,c.lola	 AMCN	 SWnJ„ 1	 r•• l, 	 , .;.art• a. ( .1 are	 ^r•t. • r•
^
'.l .nua•u.
'^'	 lf4.+,nVS P,	 h;	 •
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MOTOR OPERATOR OPTIONAL 8


















ROTAT10N OF INLET AIR IS
	
LINKAGE
DETERMINED BY LOOKING INTO
	 OPERATORINLETSIDE OF DAMPER	 RING
7
AHL'-2,
SIZE I	 A 1	 8 C E F G TR
12 12518 1). 9 8 7116 14 . 1/9 2.19
15 15. 518 1%: 9 8 7/16 171/8 333
18 18 . 5/8 1%, 9 8' 7/16 20 . 7/8 4.73
21 21 2 9 8 7/16 24 . 1/4 658
24 2r. 2 9 1	 16 7/16 27 . 1/4 852
27 28 2 9 1	 16 706 30 . 1/4 10 GO
30 31 2 9 1	 16 7116 33-1/4 1110
33 34 2 9 16 7/16 36 , 11 i4 15 33
36 37 2 9 16 7/16 39 . 1/4 17 67
42 43 2
2
10 1G 7/16 45 . 1/4 25.21
48 49 10 16 7/16 51-1/4 3274
54 58 2 10 16 7/16160 45.81
GO 64	
_
2 10 1G 7/16 66 5585
66 70 2 11 16 7116 72 GG R7
73 77 2 1	 1 -2 1G - 7/1G 79 8035
Note Custom Plotted Performance Data for Inlet Vase
Dam per Enu,pped Fins may he obtained upon renue,l.
Please state Ian type, site, arrangement, delved point of
operat-on IS P. $ C F.M.I or Fan R P.1s whe n custom
LV D /Fan p l ots a r e .enuestPd
Torque Requirement:
TR = 2.5 in. 1b./sq. ft.
STO CONSTRUCTION
Frame .125 Alum., Hub .125 Alum., Blades 100 Alum., Axles
h Dra. Alum, Blade - Axle Bearings - Thrust Washers - SCI






a rJ n b M ,o a ra ,o " in
►LPCLNT Of WIDL O P EN CtM *no BHP
LxAMPLE W% of wJ4 open Capa4ty




I I.. jp 129
	
L 1^ — c-
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H	 Dia.	 Aluminu m
12CV 14 . 1/8	 15 rJ/t6	 --
1_6 9116 20.1 5/16
12 17-1/8 19 . 1/4± 9 . 3%4 1 . 1'4111 1	 12 . 3/4
24 . 7/8	 1 2 . 1/2	 1 . 1:4'11 . 1 /4	 1 6 . 3/416CV 16 21 .9!16
20CV 20 26-3/8 X 30 . 1/2T 15 . 1/2 T i_1'4' 13 . 174 ' 20 . 7/8 22 . 3/8 i2G 1/4 _I
24CV 36 . 3/4	 18-_1/2_ 1 . 1 8	 . 1/134 2.5
42 1/4	 21 1;4	 1 1'2
	 151/2 29
48_24 . 1/4	 1 . 1/215•1/2 1 33
535/8.27 	 151/237
27.1/4	 31 , 916	 100
32	 367,8





Will vary with motor size
I. ki• I.h • w !, 4 1	 I /	 130	 I t. ` /-^ ; i	 I
131














301499-1*2,17 Supplemental	 Heat	 Package
'fl Y ;x,11
SYSTEM NO.
	 2	 (Bryant) C"e
519A-048
	 Indoor Section ^.
541B-047 Outdoor Section
5208-048 Blower Package Gv,,yt,.,^•
' 301499-4t-1417
 Supplemental
	 Heat	 Package S;.
X4SYSTEM NO.	 3	 (Bryant) ^^	 6;.
519A-042  Indoor Section
5416-041 Outdoor Section
	 gam`+Rs
520B - 042 Blower  Package
301499- 49rr










rN^ ^`^ r CINSUITANTS, q 
NO EXCEPTIONS TAKEN
. a..,
`^ t A I1rCORI,ORATEO K.1AKE CORRECTIONS NOTED
r	 [] A'.1 I NU AND RCS11It1±IT
q P,f 1ECTED —SCE Rf -AARKS
jQTE; REVI'-\P! DOES NOT RELIEVE THE CON.
ERFCTCR FrO.M ANY RESPONSIBi,ITY FOR ER-
RORS OR DEVIATIINS FROM THE CONTRACT RE-
OR FOR ANY DEFICIENCIES OF
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'Shipping weights a re for heaters with circuit breakers when applicable
heaters with fuses weigh 1 to 3 pounds less
made on front of units for ease of installation Flare
refrigerant connections provide quick, leak-proof
connections with matching refrigerant tube sets. Primary
and secondary drain connections permit either vertical
or horizontal applications
CHECK-FLO-RATER–The 519A/MCC Coll includes the
unique Check-Flo-Rater refrigerant metering device
which eliminates potential serviceability requirements of
check valves and expansion devices used in
conventional heat pump fan cods Because it Is external.
the Check - Flo - Rat«r is readily serviceable For added
reliability. a liquid-tube strainer assures clean.
unrestricted operation.
5206/BP DESIGN–The blower package Includes e
permanent, washable air filter and filter rack. High-static
multlspeed. direct-drive PSC blower motors provide
proper air performance during heating and cooling The
motor Is mounted on rubber isolators to prevent v6ratlon
and sound transmission
ELECTRIC HEAT PACKAGES–Either disconnecting
circuit breaker models or standard heater packages are
available In all KW ratings A low-voltage terminal block
simplifies Installation The use of simplified low-voltage
wiring systems increases the reliability of the field
electrical hookup Sequencers permit incremental
energlzation and deenerglzatlon of the heating elements
ACCESSORIES
Optional outdoor thermostats are available to energize
Incrementally the healing elements as a function of
outdoor temperature A uniquely designed automatic
changeover room thermostat. with emergency heat
switch and light. 1s available for the heat pump
application of these modular fen tolls. Optional return air
p enums simplify their installation
1 M•lr \tl •^J Jl^^^.
A7713e
.Y	
MODEL 5208/BP DIMENSIONS (in Inches)
.^—,r; —Tl






i:^\\ 	 J	 SUPPLEMENTAL HEATER DIMENSIONS
fh-'-C•.:	 !In Inches)
A77140










DIMENSIONS WHEN ASSEMBLED (In Inches)












02	 034 042 036 8 thru 25 47-13,16 142
041 4 042 8 thru 25 54-7/16 146
047 4 —^8 10 thru 30 51-6/19 157
057 80 10 th ru 30 51-5/16 1
r IAdd 5,1 8 in when installed in downflow position Dimensions include filter section supplied with Model 5208/BP Blower Section
MP 17	 135
• See coi l static pressure drop table





	 o0bn	 apaaly	 to	 mina

















—',3 1 '	 ^^t';—
1 M in 1
	
ominal t
•IL DATA	 • REFRIGERANT
O11	 rea r	I _
Rows
	 D	 ms per Inch 8 13
ltenn	 'ce heck	 10	 ill, heck	 10 Rleer	 c neat	 Imp	 r heck	 10 Farr
Refrig erant A 22 A 22	 A 22 h 'r1
-Liquid -Tube Connection 3,8 F la t e 318 1tare	 11 F-la irt IJre





Condensate	 ram	 unn-	 rem	 K
OPTIONAL EOUIPMENT
nK	 c	 tier	 • S ion
314 FPT 3 4 FP1	 3.4
-






MOBIL ke 	St	 Oa
otor-	 pe-M -	 Deeds- u	 oad	 m,15 -1:	 -4- -J J-	 -	 -1 	 J
over Meei - Width • Diameter YX 10 — 10%	 t	 ,r 1
Nomina l F , s
	 to 1 240 VoIts - ESP Inches MC' 1400 - 0 1	 - TT	 20M - 1 4
B lowe r Watts	 n S peed and	 om na	 t	 in t
-ter-	 etmAnent Was'tab l e 20 it 20TITx 1 1 a 24	 i !4 • 1	 104-114K 1
OPTIONAL EOUI'PtA&T
•turn A 7 Vpnum 1 11	 ^,
, With lifter no neater
P	 p o,)-
SPECIFICATIONS
Unit	 orta e-	 tase	 208 240.1
peratm	 Volta t	 an e	 r	 _1	 1
 2 08,140
1 	 1	 c	 1	 1
Heater •	om i na	 W s .1	 vo lts	 1J 1
H •alrr F ull	 dad	 m S 4 c'	 11	 u	 108 4	 72 2
wee t	 - •Her n	 aer I Isteir
d	 J	 -	 rnpacit y 40 45 49 56	 el 70,80 - -
Ma•	 _'urtent	 rotect on I	 r 50,60 1	 11 I	 rt - -
Mi nimum Wire Size 'c 4 ! _177 1! - -
nn u	 - Ampacity 50158 11 t	 ,, 136 71,81 141	 162 64 .
a•	 rercutrent P rotection -	 / 0 so/go!1 10 125)150 1 5or 1 J	 1'J
A' n mum Wire Size AW • - 11 1	 I 1
11"tn ,	 -r--pain
-r-pailty 51 M 1	 74 	 4	 1	 97;11 119,137 4
et	 rr r currtnlProtection -60,60 1	 80,90	 100,110 1 150,1 75








e.r td	 t; id	 td fd to to la
r	 -er td	 1d id	 td aid to id t^
I	 Adches 10	 Id aid	 Id td id td Id
r	 an	 um/ rrcutt Breakers -	 - t	 19 id 1 I to
L
OPTIONAL EOUIPMENT
• tr• 	 uor	 ass
1	 Sid	 td 	 r.id	 I	 Sid
1	 .,^.	 .,t	 ,;
S id d
u	 J..
• Us^ • opper wire only if othe • th i n /0'C coppei wire is used size can be determined from unit dmpacrty g!ven in above table app l icable table o f National Uecl•
Cod! Wire size must not Create a voltage d rop Lietween Service panel and unit .n excess of 2°. of unit rated :•ollage
'U$41? WC Cop pe r wve
iRequwretl for down'icw oppltanons










SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
UNIT MUST BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH INSTALLATION INSTRLICTIONS
FOAM NO PDS bI9A/MCC 36 1 B
	 PRINTED IN U S A	 5-77





519A/MCC COIL SIZE 8 CASING WIDTH In.
036 042 048 060
21 21 24-1/2 1	 24-1/2
UPFL W A	 A
036080 14-3/16 FiA — — —
036100 17-1/2 X — — —
042100 17-1/2 X X — —
048100 21 Mach Match X —
036125  21 Match Match X —
048125 21 Match Match X
060125
_
21 — Match X X1
048150 24-1/2 F/A _ F/A Match Matcht
060150 24-1/2 — F/A Match Match 1
060175 31-1/2 —  F/A V V
060200 31-1/2 — — V V:
5208 / BP L	 R A KA	 —t.tPFL W DOWNFLOW, AND HORIZONTAL
042 21 Match Match — —
n48 24-112 — — Match —
060 24-112	 — — — Match
El ECTRIC FURNACE—LlPr: LOW,DOWNFLOWti AND HORIZONTAL
042 17-1/2 Y r — —
048 24-1/2 X X Match —
060 24-1/2 X Match Matcht
'See table below for letters V. X, and Y used in above table
'Standard furnace only. For 036080-size deluxe furnace. refer to 036100 furnace size information in this table
iThe 519AO60MCC coil has a high static air pressure drop. Before using it with a gas or electric furnace, check total static pressure
drop of coil, ductwork, and the air handling capability of the furnace. (The 060-size blower package is specifically designed for use
with the 519AO60MCC.)
F/A Field-fabricated adapter required.
—Combination not recommended
Kit Model Kit P/N' Description
V 76579-4A Adapter
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Nominal KW a240 Volts Supplemental "ter t Factory- Supplied
Overcurrent P•otectlonota at Bank Dank 3rd Bank 200V 230V
4 301409-401 8 .. - - 20,50 25,100 -
042 301499 402 10 10 - - 25,600 31.300 -
042 301409-403 15 - 38,400 47,000 Fuse
301499-404 20 10 0 - 51,300 62,700 Fuse
301499-406 t 8 - - 20,500 25,100 Cir Brk
301499-407 10 10 - - 25,600 31,300 Cir Brk
r"042
,O48.
301499-408 15 10 5 - 38,400 47,000 Cir Brk
301499-409 20 10 10 - 51,300 62.700 Cir Brk
301499-410 25 15 10 - 64,100 78,400 Cir Brk
A 060 301499-411 25 15 10 - 64,100 78,400 Fuse
60 301499-412 t 30 20 10 - 78,900 94,000 Fuse
0 301499-421 10 10 - - 25,600 31,300 -
0';0 301499-422 15 10 5 - 38.400 47,000 Fuse
8&M. 301499-423 20 10 10 - 51,300 62,700 Fuse
048 d 060 301499-426t 10 10 - - 25,600 31,300 Cir Brk
48 d 060 301499-427f 15 10 5 - 38,400 47,000 Cir Brk
048 d 060 301499-4281 20 10 10 - 51.300 62,700 Cir Brk
48 6 060 301499-429t 25 15 10 - 64,100 78,400 Cir Brk




048 and 060 24
i j




'6:..h does not include blower motor heat. It is incl , ided in the heat pump performance chart of outdoor unit Product Data Sheet. If used in
conventlonal heating appl!cstion, add blower motor heat: Btuh - watts x 3 413 (watts from specification table).
r Special order only Consult factory for regwred lead time.
!Volts
	




lot OIL TATIC PRESSURE DROP (Inches wc)
size Application*
Airflow	 Ft /Mlln
800 1	 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
036 Heating 0.07 012 0.18 0.25 0.33 - - -
Cooling 0.09 017 025 035 0.49 - - -
042 Heaton - 0.08 013 0.17 0.22 0.28 - -
Cooling - 010 1	 017 0.24 0.32 0.42 - -
048 i	 Heating - - 0.13 0.17 022 028 034 -
Cooling - - 0.17 1	 0.24 1	 032 1	 0.42 0.52 1	 -
060 1	 Heatia - - - 1	 0.15 0.21 1	 0.25 030 1	 0.36
Cooling - - - 1	 0.25 0.30 1	 0.37 046 1	 0.55
'Heating-Dry Coil; Cooling-Wet Coil
A





OF POUR QUALfl y




UNIT DESIGN—All -Inits are equipped with totally
enclosed fan motors for greater reliability under rain and
snow conditions The large, wraparound coil Is designed
for optimum heat transfer during heating and cooling.
The vertical air discharge carries the sound and air up
and away from adjacent patio areas and foliage
Sufficient space is provided between rows of composite
cods so they can be cleaned with a common garden
hose A divider panel is installed between the
compressor and coil section so that the unit can be
checked and serviced while operating
EXTERNAL SERVICE VALVES—Both brass refrigerant
service valves are externally located so that refrigerant
tube connections can be made quickly and easily Each
valve has a service port for ease of checking operating
refrigerant pressures The valves are designed for flare
refrigerant tube connections
BEAT-SAVING REVERSING VALVE—The operation of
the reversing valve is designed so that when the room
thermostat is satisfied, the reversing valve locks the hot
refrigerant in the indoor coil With the room thermostat
set for continuous blower operation, this locked-in heat
wii bp distriCuted through the living area after the
outdoor, unii has shut down—for additional energy
conservation and reduced electrical bills.
TIME/TEMPERATURE DEFROST—The defrost cycle is
ini!iated Uy a time,temper6tur y contro l to clear the coil
of frost and ice The cycle is started only If the defrost
thermostat senses ice buildup on the outdoor coil After
a few minutes, the control automatically returns the unit
to the heating cycle
FIELD SUPPLY
AIR JUT	 t
t	 8; ^1	 ^ S -A
Low- vOt AGE










UNIQUE CHECK -FLO-RATER—The refrigerant metering
for the outdoor and Indoor units Is done with the unique
CHECK-FLO-RATER which eliminates the potential
servicability requirements of check valves and
expansion devices used In conventional heat pumps For
added reliability, a liquid-tube strainer assures clean
unrestricted operation
ACCESSORIES
A uniquely designed automatic changeover room
thermostat, with emergency heat switch and light, Is
available for this line of heat pumps Only the first bank
of supplemental electric heaters Is Circuited through the
second-stage heat anticipator to assure that the current
flow always matches the anticipator setting This
minimizes the room temperature swing. Because of the
simplified low-voltage circuitry, only the 30-KW units
require an emergency heat relay to obtain the
emergency heat function
1-he outdoor thermostat kit includes a mounting bracket
and thermostat for systems with 12- through 25-KW
supplemental electric heaters. The thermostat, which
mounts Inside the Model 541 B SHP, is easily wired to
the nearby low-voltage terminal board. An additional
outdoor thermostat kit is available with a thermostat and
emergency heat re l ay for use with systems having 30
KW supplemental electric heat
A convenient unit mounting base kit is available to raise
the 541 B/SHP 8 inches above ground level. This kit is
ideal for installation in areas where the snow level
normally does not exceed 2 inches
Clearance Requirements
(In Inches)
Bottom of unit to grouod or
normal snow level ....... . 6
In'el air iboth sides and Coil
end)	 .	 ......	 12
Discharge air (top)	 48
Service Clearance
(compressor end) 30
NOTE: Unit can be Installed
with 6 In clearance on LH side
(facing control end of unit)
when 24-In clearance Is main-





7 4	 VAPOR TUBE
- -- — A





Size	 A	 B	 C	 E	 F	 G	 H	 Shi . Wt
021	 32 - 3/4	 22 - 1/4	 19 -5/16	 1	 - 7 1	 15 -9,16	 5 - 3/4	 3/8	 5/8	 160
028	 32 - 3/4	 22 - 1/4	 19 -5,16	 13 - 1,16	 15 -9/16	 5 -34	 3/8	 3%4	 165
034	 32 -3/4	 2. 1!4	 2	 5/18	 18 - 3/4	 21 - 111	 5-3/4	 3/8	 3/4	 190
041	 42	 30	 18-3/4	 21-1/4	 6	 3/8	 3/4	 260
047	 42	 30	 25-5/16	 : 8 -3/4	 21-1/4	 6	 3/8	 3;4	 275
057	 42	 1	 30	 1	 31-5/16	 1	 24	 1	 26-5/16	 6	 3/8	 3/4	 1	 295
CERTIFICATION APPLIES ONLY WHEN USED WITH 'ROPER









nit Volts-Hertz- rnase 208-230-6 -1 208-230-60-1 208-230-60-1
Operating Voltage Range 197-253 197-253 197-253
Unit Amp!city for Wire Sizing 162 213 28.8
M in Wire Size 60' 	 AW	 • 12 10 10
Maxrant
	
ircuit Fuse Size Am 25 30 45
Total Unit Amps 132 173 231
Ci;mpressor Rated Load Amps 11 9 160 218
Locked Rotor Amps 65 1	 72 88
Fan Motor 1/6 HP, PSC 1	 1/6 HP, PSC 1/6 HP, P C
Full Load Amps
PERFORMANCE
13 1	 13 13
A	 and	 91in	 um	 r 19 19 19
517 /HPFC 024 030 036 1	 — — 036 — —
519A/MCC — — — 036 036 — 036 036
520 i — — — 042 — — 042 —
eted Heating	 a	 cit —47 Ft 21,000 27,500 28,500 28.500 28.000 34,500 34.500 34,000
Watts 2400 3100 3200 3150 3050 3950 3900 3850
COP 26 26 2.6 27 2.7 1	 26 26 26
Rated Heating Capacity — 1 7'Fi 10.000 13.500 14,000 14,000 13.500 19.000 19.000 18.500
Watts 1900 2500 2600 2550 2450 3200 3150 3100
P 1.5 1,6 16 1b 16 17 1.8 18R
ated Cooling Capacity (810111 18.500 25.000 25.500 25.500 25.500 32,000 32.000 32 500
Watts 2550 3550 3650 T 3600 3550 4500 4450 4400
E9A_ —
COMPRESSOR
73 70 7.0	 1 7.1	 1 72 71 7.2 1	 74
oniprossor Hermetic Hermetic Hermetic
Hi h-Pressure Protection	 IPRV, Std Std id
om ressor Motor Protectior S' i Std
-22 d 5 Ibs-10 oz
79
Std
R-22 8 6 Ibs-1 2 oz
106
e.ri Brant Char	 —	 o et Amount"
4
R-22 8	 os-5 oz
oil	 ace Area	 . ^j Ft 9
Rows 8 Fin s; Per Inch 2 d 20 1	 2& 20 2 8 20
Fan Diameter 8 No of Blades 18 8 4 18&4 18 8 4
Rated Alrflow Ft 'Mini 2100 2100 2200
Liquid-Tube Connection 3/8 Flare 3/8 Flare 3/8 Flare
Ve	 r-Tube Connection	 1
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
5/8 Flare 3/4 Flare 3%4 FIare
Heat-	 avin	 Revers. Ing Valve bid Std Sid
Defrost Control	 time-temp Std Std Std
Accumulator Std Std Std
StdCrankcase Heater Std Std
Liquid-Tube Strainer Std Sid Sid
Totally Enclosed Outdoor Fan Motor Sid Std Std
Low-Pressure Switch Std Std Std
Check-Flo-Rater Std Std Sid
Discharge-Tube Muffler Std Std Std
om ressor Quic k-Start Co mponents Std Std Sid
rass Refrigerant Service Valves Std Sid Std
Outdoor Coil Grille Guard Std St d Std
Compressor Vibration Isolators	 I
OPTIONAL EOUIPM
Std Std Std
Unit Mount 59	 are 301392-701 301392-701 301392-701
34427DP99Room Thermos tat w/F mer ency Heat	 witch 344270P99
_
34427DP99
Room Thermostat w/Manual Changeover
Switch 34427DP87 34427DP87 34427DP87
High-Pressure Switch 301619-701 301619-701 301619-701
Quick-Star t Capacitor-Relay Kit 301593-701 301593-701 301593-701
2-Wax Flow Filter-Drie r—Liquid-Tu be 301399-701 301399-701 301399-701
Filter -	 rier—Vapo r-Tube 54871012 5 4871 D12 54871D13
Outdoor Thermostat and Mig Bracket 301380-701 301380-701 301380-701
M R 301 600-70 1 301600-701 301600-701
wrvelElls—Li wd/Va o • Tubes IBN1616R/IBN";020N I18IN1616R:IBN2424R I	 N1616P IBN2424
'it other then 60'C copper wire is used, eize can be determined from unit ampacity given in above table and applicable table of National
Electric Code Wire size selected must have current capacity not less than that of copper wire specified and must not create a voltage
drop between service panel and unit in excess of 2 of unit rated voltage
' 'Rated in accordance with ARI Standard 270-75
1 Rated in accordance with ARI Standard 240-76
• 'The factory refrigerant charge is sufficient for systems requiring up to 30 It of innerco, . necting tubing For tubing lengths greater than











	 hose 2	 8	 8 8	 30 8 230 b
3	 1	 3
2	 U8	 23 b	 3
1'	 1	 3
08	 30	 ?
1'	 3	 1	 3
Operating Volta
	
en 187-	 207-253 18	 207-253 187-	 9	 207-253
Unit Ampacity for Wire	 izing 327 197	 299	 181 365 1 220	 332 1 20.0 41 0 246	 373	 225
Min Wire Size 60'Cop	 r) (AWG) 1 8 12	 10	 12 8 10	 8	 12 6 10	 8	 10
Max Branch Circuit Fuse Size (Amps) 60 35	 50	 30 60 35	 60	 35 70 40	 76V	 35
—Total —U nit Amps 266 162	 243	 149 296 18.0	 270	 164 33.3 20.2	 303	 185
Compressor Rated Load Amps 246 142	 223	 129 276 16 0	 250	 144 310 179	 280	 162
Locked Rotor Amps 109 79	 1	 94	 1	 67
1
126 87	 106	 70 175 113	 150	 98
Fan Motor 1/4-HP, PS 1/4-HP, PSC 1/3-HP. P C
Full Load Am s
PERFORMANCE
1	 20 1	 20 23
I	 un	 aim	 um5er 19 19 19
51 9A/MCC 042 042 048 048 060 060
520B/BP 042 — 048 — 060 —
Reted Heating Capaci ty —47 • F•• 42.000 42,000 48.000 48.000 58,000 56.000
Watts 4800 4700 5200 5100 6600 6300
OP 26 26 27 28 26 2.6
Rated Heating apaci^F" 22,000 22.000 25,000 24,500 32.000 31,000
Watts 3600 1	 3500 1	 4100 t	 4000 5300 5100
P 18 1.8 18 18 18 18
P aled Cooling Capacity	 tuh)­ . 39.000 39.000 43.000 43,000 54,000 54.000
Watt 's 5600 5500_ 5900 5800 7500 7200
EER
COMPRESSOR
70 71 73 74 72 75
ompressor Hermetic Hermetic Hermetic
High-Pressure Protection IP V Std Std Std
Com pressor Motor Protection Std Std Std
R-22 d 8 Ibs— t 4 ozetri erent l,her a—T	 8 Amount r
OUTDOOR CO IL
R-22 d 6 Ibs— 14 oz R 22 8 8 Ibs-4 oz
oil Face A­re—a—(S­q­rtj 11 4 11 4 1	 143 
Rows d Fins Per Inch 2 8 20 2 & 20 2& 20
Fan Diameter 8 No of Blades 22 8 4 22 8 4 22 8 3
Rated Airflow Ft /Min '• 2700 2700 .3500
Liquid-Tu—be
 Connection 3, 8 Flare _	 3%8 Flare 3/8 Flare
Vapor-Tube Connection
STANDARD EOUIPMENT
314 Flare 3/4 Flare 3/4 Flare
Heat -Saving	 eversin	 Valve Std Std Std
StdDefrost Control time %temp Std Std
Accumulator Std Std Std
Crankcase Heater Std Std Std
Liquid-Tube Strainer Std Std Std
Totally Enclosed Outdoor Fan Motor Std Std Sid
Low-Pressure Switch Std Std Std_
Check-Flo-Rater Std Std Std
Discharge-Tube Muffler Std Sid Std
Compressor Std Std Std
Brass Refrigerant Service Valves Std Std Std
Outdoor Coil Grille Guard Std Std Std
Com pressor Vibration Isolators
OPTIONAL
Std Std I	 Std
Unit Mounting base 301392-702 301392-702 301392-702
Room Thermostat w/ mer enc	 Heat	 witch 34427DP59 34427DP99 34427DP99
Room Thermostat w/Manuel Changeover Switch 34427DP87 34427DP87 34427DP87
High-Pressure Switch 301619-701 301619-70 1 301619.701
2—Way- y FlowFilter -Drier —Liquid Tube 301399-701 301399-701 301399-701
Filter- Drier —Vapor Tube 54871 D14 54871 D14 54871 D14
Outdoor Thermostat and Mtg Bracket 301380-701 310380-701 301380-701
Second Outdoor Thermostat and
EmergencyHost Rele tt — 301380-702 301380-702
OMPRO E " 301600-701 301600.701 301600-701
wwelElls —Liquid /Vapor Tubes IBN1616R'IBN2424R IBNI616R'IBN2424R IBN1616R/IBN2424n
Vapor Tube Adapter 3/4 Flare
. 1 -1 /8 Tube (Pkg of 6) 1	 301892-704 1	 301892-704
*Special order unit—consult factory for lead time required
'If other than 90'C copper wire is used size can be determined from unit ampacity given in above table and applicable table of National
Electric Code Wire size selected must have current capacity not less than that of copper wire specified and must not create a voltage
drop between service panel and unit in excess of 2'. of unit rated voltage
1 Rated in accordance with ANI Standard 270-75
— Rated in accordance with ARI Standard 240-76
The factory refrigerant charge is sufficient for systems requiring up to 30 fl of innerconnecting tubing. For tubing lengths greater than
30 It see Installation Instructions for additional refrigerant requirements
I t Required only for systems with 30-KW supplemental heal
rm 1ad 1 if)
HEAT PUMP HEATING PERFORMANCE
54 1 50219H
517B024HPFC 517B030MPFC 517B036HPFC 5178036HPFCOutdoor Hooting t ng Hooting Hooting
Antblent'F Btuh KW COP Btuh KW COP With KW COP Btuh KW COP
2 0 3.4 2 8.200 35 32 43.900 4.3
57 26,300 2.6 3.0 33.500 3.3 30 34,800 3.4 30 40.700 4.2 28
52 23,500 25 2.8 30,400 3.2 2.8 31,500 3.3 28 37.600 40 27
47 21,000 24 26 27,500 3, 2.6 28.500 3.2 26 34,500 19 26
42 18,700 2.3 24 24.W0 3.0 2.4 25.600 31 24 31,600 38 24
37 16,600 22 2.2 22,100 2.9 22 22.900 29 22 28,800 37 23
32 14,700 2.1 2.0 19,700 27 2.1 20,400 2.8 2.1 26,100 35 21
27 12.900 2.0 19 17,500 27 1.9 18.100 2.7 1.9 23,600 34 20
22 11,400 1.9 17 15,400 26 1.7 18.000 27 1 7 21,200 33 19
17 10,000 19 1_5 13,500 25 16 14,000 26 16 19.000 32 17
12 8,800 18 1.4 11,800 24 1.4 12,200 25 1 4 16.900 30 16
7 7,700 17 1.3 10,300 2.3 1.3 10,600 24 1 3 14,900 29 1.5
2 6,700 1.7 1.1 8.900 2.2 1.2 9,200 23 1 2 13.200 28 1.4
-3 5,900 16 10 7,600 21 10 7,900 22 1 0 11.600 2 7 13
-^ 5.200 1.6 0.9 6,500 2.0 09 6,800 21 09 10,200 25 1.2
-13 4,600 1.5 08 5,600 19 0.8 5,900 2.0 08 9,000 24 1.1
-18 4,000 1.5 0 8 4,900 1.8 08 5.100 19 08 8,000 2.3 1.0
-23 3.500 15 0.7 4,300 17 07 4,500 1.9 07 7.200 2.2 09
-28 3,100 1	 14 1	 0.6 1	 3,800 1	 17 1	 07 1	 4,100 1	 18 1	 07 1	 6.700 1	 20 1	 09
54115028SHP A 5418034SHP A 541BO41SH	 A 541 B047SHP
519A036MCC/ 519A036MCC/ 519A042MCC/; 519A048MCC/ 1
52080420P 52050428P 52050425P 52060488P	 It-f/
Outdoor Heating Hoollng Hosting Heatlng
Amblent'F Stuh KW COP Stuh KW COP Btuh KW COP Stuh KW COP
8.200 34 32 43.900 4 2 30 55.400 ---59- 29 62.500 6.1 30
57 34,800 33 3.0 40.700 41 29 50.700 5.3 28 57.500 57 '19 
52 31,500 32 28 37,600 40 2 7 46.200 5.0 27 52,600 5.4 28
47 28,500 31 21 34 500 39 26 42,000 4.8 2.6 48,000 52 27
42 25,600 30 25 31,600 3 7 25 38.000 45 2.4 43,600 49 26
37 22.900 29 23 28.800 36 23 34.300 43 23 39,400 4 7 24
32 20.400 28 21 26.100 35 2 2 30.900 4 1 22 35.400 45 23
27 18,100 27 1 9 23,600 34 20 27,700 3.9 2' 31,700 43 21
22 16.000 26 1 8 21,200 32 1.9 24.700 37 1 9 28,200 4 2 20
17 14,000 25 1 6 19.000 31 1.8 22,000 36 1.8 25.000 4.1 1.8
12 12,200 24 1 5 16.900 3.0 16 19.600 34 1 7 22.100 39 16
7 10.600 23 13 14.900 29 1.5 17.300 33 1 5 19,400 38 15
2 9.200 22 12 13.200 27 1.4 15.300 32 1.4 17.000 37 1.3
-3 7.900 21 11 11,600 26 13 13.500 31 1 .3 14.900 36 12
-8 6 800 21 0.9 10.200 25 1 2 11.900 30 11 13.100 35 11
-13 5.900 20 09 9.000 24 11 10.600 3.0 1 0 11.500 3.5 1.0
-18 5.100 1.9 0.8 8.000 2.2 1.0 9.500 30 09 10.300 34 09
-23 4,500 18 0.7 7,200 2.1 0.9 8,500 2.9	 0 08 9,400 33 08
28 1	 4,100 1	 1	 7 1	 0 7 1	 6.700	 1 2 0 0 9	 1 7,800 29 08	 1 8.700	 1 32 08
541 0 8 5410034SHPA 5419041SHPA 5411804 7SHPA
51OA036MCC 519A038MCC 51OA042MCC 51OA046MCC
Ou tdoor eating eat ng Heating eating
Amblent'F Stuh KW COP Btuh KW COP Btuh KW	 I COP Btuh KW COP
62 37,600 33 33 43,000 42 30 54,300 55	 1 29 64.000 57 33
5' 34.200 32 31 39,900 41 29 50.000 52 28 58.400 55 31
52 31,000 3.1 29 36,900 39 27 45.900 49 27 53,000 53 29
47 28,000 30 2 7 34,000 38 26 42.000 4 7 26 48,000 51 28
42 25,100 29 25 31,100 37 24 38.200 4.4 25 43,300 48 26
37 22,400 2.8 23 28.400 36 23 34.600 4.2 2.4 38.900 4.7 2.4
32 19.900 27 21 25,700 34 22 31.200 40 2.3 34,900 4.5 23
27 17600 2 6 20 23.200 33 20 27,900 3.8 21 31.100 4.3 21
22 15,500 25 18 20.800 32 1 9 24,900 36 20 27.600 41 19
17 13,500 2.4 16 18,500 31 1 8 22.000 35 1.8 24,500 40 18
12 11,800 2.3 1.5 16,400 29 16 19,400 3.3 1.7 21,600 3.8 16
7 10.200 22 13 14,500 28 1 5 17.000 32 15 15,000 37 1.5
2 8.700 21 12 12.700 27 1 4 14,800 31 14 16.700 35 14
-3 7.500 20 11 11,100 26 1 2 12.900 30 1.2 14,700 34 12
-8 6.400 20 09 9.700 24 11 11.200 2.9 11 13.100 33 11
-13 5.500 19 08 8.400 23 11 9.800 29 1 0 11,600 32 10
-18 4 800 is 08 7,500 22 10 8.700 28 09 10.500 32 09
23 4,300 1 7 6.7UO 21 0 9 7.800 28 08 9,700. 3 1 0 9
-28 3.900 1 6 07 6,200 19	 1 09 7,200	 1 28	 1 07 9.100	 1 30	 1 09
NOTES:1 The Btuh heating capacity values shown are net " Integrateu values from which the defrost effect has been subtracted The Btuh heat-
Ing from supplemental heaters should be added to these values to obtain total system capacity
2. The KW values include the compressor, outdoor fan motor. and indoor blower motor The KW from supplemental heaters should be
added to those values to obtain total system KW
3. See the Heating Performance Correction Factors Table for F1 3/Min and indoor coil entering air temperature adjustments
HP 14! 1,1 3
HEATING PERFORMANCE CORRECTION







Amblent'F Btuh KW COP Btuh KW COP
62 73,600 73 29 70.700 69 30
57 68,200 71 28 65.600 6.7 29
52 63,000 68 2.7 60.700 65 27
47 58.000 66 26 56.000 63 26
42 53100 63 24 51,400 61 25
37 48.500 61 2,3 46.900 5.9 2,3
32 44.100 59 2.2 42.700 57 22
27 39.800 57 2.0 38.600 55 21
22 35,800 54 1.9 34,700 5.3 1 9
17 32.000 53 1.8 31.000 5.1 1 8
12 28.500 51 16 27.600 4.9 1.6
7 25.200 49 15 24,300 4 7 1.5
2 22,100 48 14 21,300 45 1 4
-3 19.300 46 11 18,500 4,2 1 3
-8 16.800 45 11 16.000 4.0 1	 1
13 14,500 4.4 10 13.700 38 1 0
-18 12,600 43 09 11.700 36 09
23 10.900 42 0.8 10.000 3.4 08
-28 1	 9,500 1	 41 1	 07 1	 8.500 1	 32 1	 08
NOTES
1 The Btuh heating capacity values shown are net "integrated
values from which the defrost effect has been subtracted The
Btuh heat.ng from supplemental heaters should be addea to
these values to obtain total system capacity.
2 The KW values include the compressor, outdoor fan motor, and
indoor blower motor The KW from supplemental heaters
should be added to these values to obtain total system KW
3 See the Heating Performance Correction Factors Table for
Ft 3 1M1n and indoor toll entennr air temperature adjustments
Indoor Coil Ft a/	 In orrection Factors
per 12,000 Stuh of Capacity Power
ARI Cooling Capacit y
400 098 0.99
450 100 1 00
500 1 02 1 01
Indoor Coil Entering
Air Temp *F (DB)
1 02 09965
70 100 100
75 098 1	 1 01
HEAT PUMP REFRIGERANT TUBING KITS'




Tube OD Flare Conn Ship.
WtLiquid Vapor Liquid Vapor
301376-301 021 10 3'8 5 8 3 8 518 8
301376-302 20 3/8 5/8 3/8 5/8 12
301376-304 30 1,8 5/8 3/8 5/8 17
301376-305 40 3/8 5/8 3/8
_
5'8 22
301376-306 50 3,'8 5'8 3/8 5/8 26
301376-307 028 and 034 10 3118 3 4 3,'8 3/4 9
301376-308 ^0 3'8 3/4 3/8 3/4 14
301376-310 30 3-8 3/4 3/8 3/4 20
301376-311 40 3.'B 3/4 3/8 3/4 26
301376-312 50 3/8 3;4 3/8 3/4 32
301376-313 041 10 3;8 7/8 3/8 3/4 11
301376-314 20 3:8 7/8 3/8 3/4 17
301376-316 30 3/8 7/8 3/8 3/4 24
301376 . 317 40
_
3/8 7/8 3/8 3/4 30
301376-31 P 50 3/8 718 3/8 3/4 37
301376-319 047and057 30 318 1-1/8 3/8 3/4 42
301376-320 40 3/8 1-1 /8 3/8 3/4 50
301376-321 50 3/B 1	 1 /8 3/B 3/4 SO
NOTE: The vapor tube insulation 1s 112 inch thick and the R value is 2 0





1cal Air 1 105 11h Capacity Total Capacity Total et	 ty otal
'F IAStut► System Mttituh tfyatem Metuh System Metuh system
KW Kw Kw KWTota l Total	 . Total	 He
541 021 SHP Outdoor Section With 51 78024HPFC Indoor Section
71 20.9 115 2.6 19.4 110 27 181 105 2.8 167 101 29
600 87 19.3 13.8 2.4 18.0 13.3 25 16.7 12.8 2.6 154 124 2.7
800 63 177 18.0 2.2 16.5 15.5 2.3 15.2 15.1 2.4 140 140 2.5
900 59 15.9 159 20 141 14.7 20 135 13.5 2.1 123 12.3 22
700 71 21.5 123 2.7 199 1.1 - 77- 27 186 113 29 171 10.8 30
700 67 199 149 25 185 144 2.6 172 139 2.7 158 135 2.8
700 83 18.2 17.5 2.3 169 169 23 157 157 2.4 143 143 25
700 59 18.3 16.3 2.0 151 1	 151 21 139 139 22 12.6 126 23
71 220
1
130 27 20.4 125 28 190 120 29 1	 4 115 30
800 87 204 160 2.5 18.9 15.4 2.6 176 150 27 161 14.5 28
800 63 186 18.6 2.3 17.3 173 2.4 160 160 25 146 146 2.6
800 59 167 1	 167 2.1 154 154 21 141 1	 141 1	 22 128 128 23
4 1002155HP Outdoor 	ectlon	 th 51	 030	 5178 6H	 S19 ,036 C /5206042
	 or
519A038MCC Indoor Section.
00 71 28.2 156 3.5 266 150 37 249 144 38 231 13.8 40
800 67 265 189 32 247 182 34 231 176 3.6 215 170 3.7
800 63 2;6 V.1 29 227 21 0 31 21, 2 207 33 196 19 E 3.4
800 59 225 22.5 25 20.4 204 1	 28 189 189 2.9 174 17.4 30
1000 71 292 171 36 275 16.6 39 258 160 40 239 154 41
1000 -7 274 211 3.4 257 205 36 240 199 37 222 193 3.8
1000 63 25.5 250 30 236 236 3.3 1
	
219 21.9 34 203 203 3.5
1000 59 233 233 2.7 211 211 29 1	 195 19.5 1	 3.0 180 180 1	 31
1200 71 2F9 186 3.8 28.3 181 40 264 175 41 245 169 42
1200 67 28.1 23.2 3.5 263 226 37 2A6 219 18 22.7 21 3 39
1200 63 26.1 26 1 3 1 242 242 31, 22.5 22.5 35 208 208 3.6
1200 1	 59 238 1	 23.8 1	 2.8 1	 21 6 216 30 200 200 3.1 184 184
 3.2
NOTE: When usej with 517B030H F , deduct 0 5 MBtuh,
with 517B036HPFC. add 01KW
41 5034SHP Outdoor Section With176036HPFC. 51 OAMMCC/5201130428115 . or 51 9A036MCC Indoor Section.
10DO 71 356 19e 45 53.8 18.; 46 319 180 4.8 301 174 49
1000 67 333 23.3 4.1 31.8 227 43 298 220 4.4 280 213 4.5
1000 63
1
30.8 27.1 37 291 264 39 274 257 4.0 257 251 4.1
1000 59 281 28.1 33 264 264 34 247 247 36 231 231 37
1200 71 367 20.8 4.6 348 202 48 328 19 5 49 309 18.9 50
1200 67 34.3 25.4 4.3 32.5 248 4 e 306 24, 4.5 2118 234 4 7
1200
1
63 31.7 29.9 39 30.0 292 4.0 282 282 4.1 264 264 41
1200 59 289	 1 289 ;; 4 21 1 27 1 36 254 254	 1 3.7 237 23.7	 1 38
1400 71	 r 375 222 4.7 35.5 21 5 49 335 209 50 31 5 20.2 5•.1
1400 67 35.1 27.4 4.4 33 2 267 45 31.2 26.0 4.6 294 25.3 418
1400 63 32.4
1
324 4.0 306 306 41 280 28.8 42 270 270
1
44
1400 59 29.4 29.4 3.5 27,7	 1 27 7	 1 3.6 259 259 3.8 242 24.2 3.9
When uasd with 517B038HPFC, add 0.1 KW and deduct 0 5 MBtuh,
with 5.OAO36M	 / 42BP deduct 0.5 MBtuh
r n 1 or 519A042MCC Indoor Section
1 
200 1 4 0 25 5 215 60 349 205 62
200 67 40.6 28.2 5.2 380 27.2 5.3 353 26.2 56 325 252 5.8
1200	 I 63 37.4 321 47 350 318 4.9 32.4 307 51 298 297 53
1200 59 33.8 33,8 42 31 7 31 7 4.3 292 292 45 267 267 4 7
1400 71 44.7 25.0 5.8 41 8 240 59 387 230 6.2 357 220 64
1400 07 41.7 30.3 53 39.0 294 5.5 361 283 5.7 332 27.3 `9
1400 83 38.4 35-5 49 359 345 50 332 332 52 305 305 5.4
1400 59 347 347	 1 4.3 324 324	 1 45 298	 1 29.8 46 273	 1 273 49
18 1 4 84 59 426 25.4 6t 395 244 83 36.3 234 65
1600 67 42.6 323 55 398 31.3 56 368 303 58 33.8 292 60
1800 63 39.2 38 1 5.0 366 36.6 51 338 338 53 310 31.0 55
1600
354 35.4 4.4 330 33n 45 304 304 47 277 277 49
W
59
When VW with 519A0»2M C/5208042BP. add 0.1 KW
r-
}
DETAILED COOLING CAPACITIES i
t Total and senaibie capacities are net capacities Blower motor heat has been subtracted.
2. Sensible capacities shown are based on 60'F entering air at the indoor coil For sensible rAoacities at other than 807. deduct 835
Btuh per 1000 Ft 3 /Min of indoor coil sir for each degree below 80'F, or add 635 Btuh per 1000 F1 3 /Min of indoor coil air per degree
above 807.
3. Detailed cooling capacities are based on indoor and outdoor unit at the same elevation and connected by 30 feet of tubing II other than
30 fast of tubing Is used end/or Indoor unit Is located above outdoor unit, a slight variation in capacity may occur.
4. Unit KW is total of indoo r and outdoor unit KW`s
OF JC'&A	 ISn^>^LACI:
TI	 HP 149 V5
A,
DETAILED COOLING CAPACITIES




Not	 ac ty 7otal Not Capac ty 00 Not Capacity otal at Capacity Tota l
'F Mstuh system Mstuh system M8tuh system Mlstuh System
Ft s/Min EWS KW KW KW KWTotal	 I 'lens Total	 I	 tin-1111 Total	 • Total	 Uei
Sec t ion With 519AD418k 5 48	 or 51OA048MCC Indoor Sactlon
1400 7 47 7 260 59 45.1 251 61 429 244 63 396 233 6.6
1400 67 446 31 4 5.5 42.1 305 5.7 39,9 29 1' 59 369 286 6.1
1400 63 41.2 366 50 388 357 52 366 348 54 339 337 56
1400 59 37.5 37.5 4.4 352 352 46 329 329 48 304 304 50
1600 71 488 27,4 61 461 265 63 437 258 65 404 24 7 67
1600 67 45.6 334 56 430 325 5.8 407 317 60 376 30.6 62
1600 63 42.1 392 5.1 397 382 5.3 374 373 5.5 345 34,5 5.7
1600 59 38.3 1	 38.3 45 359 35.9 4.7 335 335 49 309 30.9 51
1800 71 49 6 287 6.2 468 276 6.4 44.4 27 1 66 41 0 260 68
1800 87 46.3 35.3 5.7 437 344 5.9 41.4 335 61 382 324 63
1800 63 42 8 41 6 5.2 40 3 40 3 5 4 38.0 38 0 5 6 35 0 35 0 5.8
1800 59 38.9 389 46 364 1	 364 4.8 1	 341 341 5 0 31.4 314 51
When used with 519A048 /52080488 , add 0 1 KW
5411110379HP Outdoor Section With 51	 Indoor Soctlon
1600 71 610 320 75 579 309 78 547 298 80 518 288 83
1600 67 51 0 382 69 540 J71 7 2 51.0 359 75 481 348 7,7
1600 63 52.8 442 63 498 429 66 469 418 68 440 4U6 71
1600 59 481 481 56 45' 452 5.9 424 424 61 394 394 63
1;,J0 71 621 334 7, 590 324 so 553 31 2 82 527 30.2 85
1800 67 58.1 403 7.1 550 392 7.4 51.9 380 76 49.0 36.9 7.9
1800 63 53.8 469 65 508 457 67 478 44.5 69 44.9 433 7.2
1800 159 49.0 490 58 1	 460 46.0 6.0 431 4;; 1 1	 62 40 1 1	 401 64
2000 7 t 632 34.9 711 59 9 33.6 13.1 566 327 83 535 31 7 8.6
2000 67 590 423 72 559 412 7.5 527 400 77 497 389 80
2000 63 546 495 66 515 483 68 465 471 71 455 455 7.3
2000 59 497 497 59 467 1	 46 7 1	 E 1 437 437 63 407 407 8.51
1	 ut oor	 act on th 519X6T^6-MLT/52050600PIndoor TWtion
800 71 60.3 328 77 572 31 7 80 540 307 83 51	 1 297 86
800 67 56.3 39.6 71 53.4 38 5 74 503 374 77 475 364 7.9
800 63 521 46 2 6.5 492 450 67 463 439 70 435 428 73
800[2000 59 475 475 58 446 446 60 418 418 62 389 389 65000 71 612 342 79 581 332 81 548 321 84 51 9 31 1 87 67 572 41 7 7.3 54.2 405 75 51 1 394 7.8 482 384 812000 63 530 488 6.6 500 476 69 470 465 7.1 441 441 7.4
2000 1	 59 482 482 53 452 452 61 1	 424 42.4 1	 63 394 394 66
2200 71 620 356 80 589 345 83 55.5 335 85 525 32.5 88
2200 67 580 136 7.4 549 42.5 76 51.8 414 7.9 488 403 82
2200 63 537 513 I	 67 506 502 70 476 476 7.2 447 447 7.5
2200 59 1	 488 488 60 1	 458 1	 458 62 429 429 64 399 399 67
1.Total and sensible capacities are not ca pacities Blower motor heat has been subtracted
2. Sensible capacities shown are based c ri 80'F entering air at the indoor coil For sensible capacities at other than 80'F, dEduct 835
Btuh per 1000 Ft 3 /Min of Indoor coil air for each degree below 80'F. or add 835 Btuh per 1000 Ft 3 /Min of Indoor cod air per degree
above 80'F.
3. DetadeJ cooling capacitie , are based on Indoor and outdoor unit at the same elevation and connected by 30 feet of tubing If other than
30 feet of tubing Is uses and/or Indoor unit is located above outdoor unit. a slight variation In capacity may occur
4 Unit KW Is total of Indoor and outdoor un4 KW's
Bryant	 SPECIEICAIIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
Air Conditioning
	
UNIT MUS T -BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE
r	 I	 WITH INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
sop Company
,nd.anaw l -b lnd,ana
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*Add 3 1 2 inchws for 3 or 4 row cods.
SEASONVENT	 CERTIFIED DRAWING
MIma,V DIVISICA,  McCUAY-PERFEX INC.
	
CENTRAL STATION HEATING AND	 281184Y
VENTILATING UNITS
P.U. SOX 1551, MINHEAPOL18, MINNESOTA 55440 	 HORIZONTAL DRAW THRU	 TYPE LHD
McOuoy cvrMwt *.I A •W fvni., Oq.* w t .1 o«xAorrcw with rbit
	
abl• ,nd•r M, pr .uont of rh•r pb tp.611mi—, Any chan90 mad*
drarwr9 and Nwc-flcwriwwr, ..'d ,rrerwi. to IN pubinhad rarronty. / ­ 	 K.— b, on, p.,,— w'ha.mrw••r it •;bl•c1 ro acc•ptanc• b y McQuay
crow, * . app' p .I d Ibie dm.i.9 apM.,t IVt M a9wpmwwt n uccwpt . 	at dt It— offu•.
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
CABINET - GALVANIZED STEEL STRUCTURAL FRAME AND	 ';PEED.
PANELS. ACCESS DOORS AND REMOVABLE PANELS PRO .	ShC4VES - MACHINED CAST IRON, "V" GROOVE TYPE, KEY
VIDE COMPLETE ACCESSIBILITY TO INTERIOR. 	 SEATED TO SHAFT.
FANS - GALVA NIZED STEEL DYNAMICALLY BALANCED. 	 MOTOR MOUNT - ADJUSTABLE FOR VARYING BEI - T TEN-
BLADES RIVETED TO RIMS AND CENTER PLATE CAST 	 SION.
IRON HUBS.	 BEARINGS - SELF ALIGNING, BALL TYPE WITH GREASE
HOUSINGS - GALVAN I ZED STEE I -, DIE FORMED WITH SPOT	 FITTINGS AND EXTENDFD LUBE LINES.
WELDED SEAMS.BELT GUARDS - GAI_V IkN I ZED STEEL WITH FAN SHAFT 	 ISHAFTS - SOLID HIGH CARBON ST 'EL .IZE,) 50 THAT THE
	
TACHOMETER OPENING.
OPERATING SPEED 15 WELL BEL%" w T + C FIRST CRITICAL
4 MOUNTING HOLES
	
LI)`	 W	 J	 A	 ^+
__Fcf:
	D 	 (APPROX.) I K^+I-^ 
-0 
^K







 1	 ,	 O	
a
^.	 B 	 h
L L	 _
2 . %' DIA. MOUNTING HOLES(WHEN REQUIRED-TOP OR BOTTOM) ^ T 'F	 SPLIT PANEL(APPROX.;	 FOR ACCESS
NOTE:	 4. UNIT SIZES 237- 1 54 WITH NO'S. 5, 6, 7 OR P FAN DI S.1.MOUNT I NG HOLE DATA: 	 CHARGES REQUIRE SQUARED BLOWER SECTIONS. FOR
UNIT SIZES 103-278:




UNIT SIZES 214, 217, 222, 228, 237
214 1217 1222 1229 1237
295 35` 35' 1 43',L 23' 4K 29' 23'4 28' 28 35'24% 31' 1 30', 42'.139', l
CABINET WITH TWO F.C. FAN WHEELS











UNITSIZE A 1	 8 C• O E F Q H	 3 K L'
1	 M P Q R 5 T U V W




16 14 28 1/2 2;4 15 17_112 29% 1




13 1A 6 1 2 1 9 % 34 1/2 234 15 20 1/2 35 yre 1


















108 48 3734 6% 36% 236 2 % 21 14 19% 8 31'4 4254 234 18 3254 43 7/2 1




2 % 17% 1 5% 6% 15 31% 1956 77% 2% 1 8'A 18 2056 78% 1
11 1 63 31771 6% 224 2334 21% 8 19'4 43% 31% 57% 234 18 3_2 45 58%
73 y4
i






31 % 72 1h 2% 20_ 21 32V2 1
217 93 373_6 6% 36% 2% 274 21.6
23 114
19% 31 14 87 14 2% 25% 21 32% 88 74 1
222 97 4434 7 4332 236 1	 2% 21`6 9 1236 50% 3856 91 1 2 236 25 1A 21 39 1/2 92% 1
228 120 44% 7 43SA 1 2% 2% 2854 26% 9 15% 50 %; 38% 114% 234 31% 23 39% 115% 1
287 122% 61% 7 45% 3% 3% 31 1/2 2816 1154
1 156
































117_Ys 8% - 25 115Yt
115 1/2
1.42_
11672'S 3't 11 112 794. 117 7/e 2041 - 25 874.
-76	 See Form No 288188A for Cert-1 .•d Performance Data	 FORM 2P1 184Y
ACCESSORIES
HEATING	 FILTER SECTIONS
	 IACCESS	 COIL SECTIONS
BY-PASS
	










 D	 -	 t	 - - -
•..v vnru rcrrow	 I
'	 'pi	 iQl	 V.	 .!	 V.	
III VO P'O	 OPI G	 V. oro
^	 1LOJ 1	 lOJ 1	 ' ^






	 KC11. t•OCV(h^," 1..I`
*AVAILABLE IN UNIT SIZESMIXING BOXES	 209 THRU 164 ONLY
STANDARD	 COMBINATION
A
KL- F OPC''^r l% 	L- FOPG- II1- ly	 Villa,^I►11't DUCT FLANGE
'- I '- I3	 r
4--j
I 	 r
r O	 ^	 3" SHAFT EXTENSIONS













	 ►-	 P	 WJ
\ 2-14 VIA MOUNTING H OL ES	 NOTE: WHEN RACK AND ROTTC •M OPENINGS ARERFOLIIRCD, MIXING ROX IS INVERTED
(TOP AND BOTTOM OPENINGS ALSO AVAILABLEI





TOP MOUNTING HOLES ON BACK OF BLOWER 	 1• w.n 1..1 "+rors
	
r CASING JNIT SQt- 103 TtIRU 228 CANNOT BE 	
ISO?. Mr, D..	 Vvll 
/1r^ ( ' 4L1 f`
USED WITH THIS SECTION. 	 1,Y(/	 I45
DIMENSIONS
NOTE: WHEN SECTION; ARE BOLTED TOGETHER ADD 1 B" FOR GASKETING.
NIT	 DIMENSIONS (Inch,S)
SIZE	 A	 IN	 C,	 C,	 E '	 E I	 F	 G	 N	 3	 K	 P;	 R	 S	 T•	 U.	 U1	 V,	 Va	 V I	 V.	 V.	 V.	 r,	 r)	 Y,	 T.	 Y	 II
103	 34	 it's	 6';	 111 3 	64•	 7N	 6	 12 It.54 6Y• 4 vt	 28 1 5	 11	 13`v ;S'}	 3111 1,	 79%	 IIS IBS:	 17i, Wit I/'}	 I8 1 i	 1'•'1	 J7 }	 Itl	 19	 '1
104	 40	 N't	 6 1 4 In	 8	 8%	 6'i 17%	 31% 6'A 4'.	 34 1 4 1116	 39'. 10 17	 36 1 .	 3514	 70	 21% 70'4 20'5 70v . 21'x. 1$% 73	 IN	 19
106	 ',0	 17'6	 6'14 III	 9	 94	 7 !14 12%	 41% 6'" 4'.	 41'4 13 1ti	 14'. 77	 461.	 151.	 731'6 24'h 134: 13	 73'. 115} 154 ?7'.	 IN
106	 69	 N ot
	
6 1 4 1n	 6111	 T!i	 6	 174	 W. 6'i 4'.	 63!11 71	 6A'• 70'.4	 651 .	 644	 17% 18% 17 15 P I N IP ; IR !i 15'. 71'.4 14	 1'1 ,•
1(111	 11	 36` 1 	Wir 10	 4	 II	 9'. IBh	 39 1 . 6'a 4 1 .	 41 1 . 17 111	 A7'. nl4	 41 1 1	 43111	 32'5 3341 324 30 1 i 375} 33 14 711 33'4 IN	 %
1119	 83	 74 1 11	 6 1 4 V	 A	 N'1	 6'. 12'11	 74'. 6 !. V1,	 17'5 210	 W. 73	 794.	 784	 70	 11% 20 1 } 10'1, 10 1 4 21!4 15)1 73	 18	 111
Ill	 63	 36 % ,
-
 8'4 In	 9	 11	 9'1 19 1 .	 54 1.1 6'14 /'1	 57'5 17'.	 61'a T.4}	 S9%	 1,8 11	 37 14 3341 31 1 4 30'1 32'11 1!i 21111 31	 1,
714	 78	 36 111 	634	 .In	 9	 II	 9'. IR'	 694@ 64, 4 111	 77'1 77.	 77'6 75411	 14 1 %	 73 111	 3254 33A 32 1630'1 37!4 3341 11 1 1	 37 ,	 IB	 h
211	 93	 16'1	 6% 17	 9	 II	 9'1 IN"	 944h 6'. 4'.	 R7'} 7r,	 v... 2S%	 R9' 1 	 9831	 32111 3311 3217 30'. 37!, 33'1 11 1. 13'4 IB	 :'d
171	 47	 43'1
	
7	 1 1",	 V. 13S 11 1/.524'	 $8 1% 7111 5 1 11	 91''; 1P/.	 401, 73	 9311	 97!6	 1051 40% 39'11 374'. .0 14 33'1, 71'14 32'510
	
IA	 .'1
1'8	 110	 13'1_ l	 10'1	 84i 13 111 11'A 1411 111' 1 111 5 11, I14'h .11 1. II'1`• 13	 IIG%	 115311	 41I% /0'n 39'5 31 !. 39'5 /U3i Il'4 !7'14 IM	 I!
1, l 	 11951 55'1_7	 I0'; In	 IB	 ISA 31 't IIN, 7 1 1 5 1 . IIPi Au	 10' 1 . 78	 1111111, 11641 5044 51 1, 574f 511 1, 5111 5?4, 35'4 391 IN	 "'•




	7	 10'4	 Ill	 1154 "r0	 ]915 1121: 7'14 S'16	 1171,	 111',	 110'4 78	 115'41	 11601 70 14 694" lU1} 1, 7 1 1 69'4	 70 1", 41
let	 11934 QI 't 	 T	 10';	 10	 171'# 	 11 1 .	 47 1 1 117 11	 P"	 5 111	 117'.	 S9	 II'llik 1T	 115141	 116111 85'-.	 A7",	 8fl'}	 M6'"	 117'.	 RB'1	 % l 	 __-	
.1	
'7	 i
N A -NO Av A,table. 	 'M..umum Clearance teQu"mi to, life, nn'nv d	 I Add IV 1 " , 11.41 Mte,. 	 1SUbtlart 1 1 1 4 foot he.1111lit - chnn
: '•l nnnt.ng hnles ate .variab l e on the hotlom only on Ihnf Sun 737 Iluu 161
^
ACCESSORY ARRANGEMENTS




SIZE L L. • Ls I	 Ls' LA Li L* •



































































































































92% 122% 101% 111!1
lr h!<79% 2.4 110% 145% 1161A 135%










LEFT HAND AIR INTAK! $MOWN RIGHT NAND OPPOSITE
UNIT SIZES 103 THRU 164 SQUARED SLOWER SECTION
UNIT SIZE 237 THRU 164
 . , , . NIJ 	 ► ^•	 t	
•
BASICa
fUNIT w►• 	^'j^'..5^	 •
H1










































—.4 F--- ^7 --^ I^ l.^	 I{^ 012 ^,
















►^ w.—• a ^— y —^ w--•^ ►--- L17 —11111
•
SECT. BASIC UNIT BASIC UNIT W ACCESS BASIC UNIT W PREHEAT BASI 6 PREHEAT	 S BASIC UNIT BASIC UNIT M PREHEAT
*ARRANGEMENT NO. FOR RIGHT HAND AIR INTAKE.
FILTER SECTION AND MIXING BOXFILTER
	
SECTION -_








n r---1 s 4W
FILTER DATA
UNIT FLAT ANGULAR HEAVY DUTY
QUANTITY AREA QUANTITY AREA QUANTITY AREASIZE
103 2-16. 20 n 2 4.4 2-164 25.2 5.6
104 2-20 . 20 . 2 5.6 4-16 . 20 . 2 8.9
106 3-16 . 25 * 2 8.4 6-16 . 20 . 2 13.3
206 3-2C . 20 . 2 8.3 6-16 . 20 . 2 13.3 -
108 2-16 . 20 . 2 - - - - -
2 - 16 . 25 . 2 10.0 6-16 • 25 n 2 16.7
209 4-20 . 20 . 2 11.1 B- 16 . 20 . 2 17.8 B-20 . 20 . 2 22.2
111 6-16. 20. 2 13.3 6-20 • 25. 2 20.8 9 - 20. 20 . 25.0
214 6-16 . 25 . 2 16.7 4- 16 . 25 . 2 - - -
- - 4-20.25.2 24.9 9 -20.25.2 31.2
4 -16.20.2 20.0 B-20.25.2 27.8 9-20.20.2
217 4_ 16.25.2 - - - 6-16.20=: 38.3
222 12-16 . 20 . 2 26. 1,'- 16 .	 25 .	 2 33.4 24- 16 • 20 . 2 53.3
228 12-20. 20 n 2 33.41 12-20 . 25. 2 41.8 24 -20 - 20 . 2 66.6
237 12-20.25.2 41.6 16-20. 25. 2 55.5 24-20. 25. 2 83?
141 I8-20.20.2 50.2 24-20.20. 2 66.7 36-20.20.: 100.0
150 12-20.25.2 - - - - -
6-20.20.2 58.4 24-20.25.2 83.2 36-20. 25.: 125.0
164 6-20.25.2 - - - - -
18-20 . 20 . 2 70.6 30-20 . 25 . 2 104.0 36-20 . 25 x 2 115.0
VIBRATION ISOLATORS
SPRING MOUNTS	 RUBBER IN	 SHEAR	 RUBBER IN	 SHEAR	 SPRING HANGER
71PES''BP'' d - CP''	 MOUNTS	 HANGER	 TYPE ''SH''
TYPE "RP"	 TYPE "RM-
1	 -	 "D" DIA HOLES




I	 1,	 - -	 IreI
 ^^	 ^^ 	 ^^^ PROVISIONC 1
t^	
FOR "C"
L	 C	 ho. o. log
`	
m.	 DIA










BP CPI CP2 RP1 RP2 RP3 RP4 RH2 RH3 RH4 SH
C 5 6'i 9'. tai 3 4'^ S 1
wH 3'4 S 5''. 1 1'. 1'. 1'. 4': 5'. 8 7
L 5% 7'r 10'. 3'. 5'. 6'. 3 4'
T y 1. %
*OPERATING HEIGHT
ISOLATOR LOCATIONS 	 JLti;^
2	 4	 2	 4	 6	 n j `^ ^+'^^ f<<'
tl^
FAN	 COIL	 FAN	 COIL	 ACC
1 31	 ] 1	 15
WITHOUT ACCESSORIES	 WITH ACCESSnRIES
=Z)U.S GOVLANMENT P RINTING OFFICE 1980 1640247 °6
